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(ABSTRACT) 

A prel~m~nary system aeslgn and human iactors 

analysis of a home computer workstat~on has been 

presented. Systems are proposed for families modlfyinq 

eXlsting furniture, as well as those purchasing new 

workstatl0ns. 

The systems are designed to meet standard human 

factors cr~teria to minlmize potential injuries and 

discomfort. In beth cases, the design assures enough 

flexibility to suit all members of the iam~ly. 

Environmental factors such as noise and l~ght are 

discussed, as well as personal preference, safety, and 

budget. 

A descrlption o~ the workspace requ~rements, the 

human factors cr~terla, ana the cos~ analysls lS lnc~udea. 
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INTHUDUGTIO~ 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

With the increas1ng growth and expans10n of software 

applications in todayJ s world, and the increased 

affordability of home computer systems, it is not unusual 

to find a personal computer in most homes. Today's 

iam11ies use the computer for applications ranq1ng iram 

personal budgeting to a1rline information, from 

entertainment games to educat10nal tools for ch1ldren. As 

society learns more about the uses of workstations, it is 

also learning about 'the computer-human interiace. 

Workstation manufacturers and consumers must aadress 

issues of human factors in an attempt to 1mprove 

effic1ency and el~minate unnecessary discomfort and 

possible inJury. 

long-term stress-related injuries, resulted in 

approximately 76,000 claims reported in 1978 for workman's 

compensation (llJ. This very prevalent concern deters 

even home computer users from spending necessary t1me at 

the workstation. For personal and professional operators 

al1ke, human factors 18 critical 

productive work. 

o effic1ent and 

Human factors engineering began 1n the 1ndustr1al 
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revolution with motion study and shop management as well 

as designs for the handicapped. The most extensive work 

was done in military and aerospace fields. However, today 

human factors engineering is becoming more widespread. 

Most people have day-to-day interactions with machines 

Poorly which could benefit from human factors analysis. 

designed systems result in user dissatisfaction, 

inefficiency, and job hazards from eye strain to serious 

muscle ailments. Human factors engineering helps make 

people more comfortable and stress free when working at a 

computer workstation. 

1.2 OBJECTIVE 

The object of this study is to present a prelim~nary 

system design and analysis of a personal computer 

workstation. In this frame of reference, the system is 

defined as the computer 2quipment and furniture, the 

human operator, the interface between the two, as 

well as the environmental surroundings. There are many 

options that a computer workstation may include. The 

basic home workstation consists of a desk or table, a 

chair, a computer, monitor, keyboard, disk drives, 

printer, storage areas, and a working surface. There are 

many additions and modifications that may be made to this 

basic workstation depend~ng on individual preferences and 
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needs. In addition, there are environmental 

considerations which impact usage and comfort, such as 

noise and lighting. The objective of this report is to 

apply all these factors in designing an ergonomic 

workstation. These features must also be balanced with 

personal preference, aesthetics, safety, and 

affordability. 

cycle process. 

This analysis is done using a system life 

A typical American family today has one to three 

children plus two adults living within the house. Such a 

household is very likely to also own some type of personal 

computer. The majority of the family, if not all the 

members, will at some time sit down to use their computer. 

This presents a new challenge to a designer. Though a 

workstation may be designed to suit an individual user, 

each family member will have unique preferences, 

capabilities, and certainly physical dimensions. In order 

for all members to be able to share a home workstation, it 

must be adjustable enough to be comfortable to the 

smallest and largest of the members, and flexible enough 

to meet each one's needs. This report will address the 

individual needs of various family members, as well as the 

flexibility to be designed into the system. 

3 



1.3 SCOPE 

The scope of this project includes a life cycle 

system description, functional and operational 

requirements analyses that derive the need for a home 

computer workstation, the workstation system de£inition, a 

discussion of human factors criteria, the design of a 

workstation suitable for use by a wide range of persons, 

an evaluation of different system alternatives, and a 

life-cycle cost analysis. The system designed here 

includes the workstation £urniture (desk, chair, etc.), 

positioning of the various pieces of equipment, and the 

environmental surroundings necessary for proper operation. 

A discussion o£ the 'human body and its reaction to 

improper usage is included to highlight the key aspects of 

human £actors engineering. The human factors criter~a 

used are based upon field standards and the 

anthropometrics of both adults and children. :ndependent 

surveys were not attempted to verify anthropometric data 

used. A viable sample base is estimated based on research 

and personal experience. The cost analysis is derived 

from two cases: modifications to an existing system, as 

well as purchase of a completely new system. Finally, 

improvements and suggestions for future enhancements are 

discussed. 

The actual computer and its software applications 
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are not included as part of the system design for a number 

of reasons. Computers are changing so rapidly today that 

they become obsolete in less than ten years. Any study 

done to choose the best computer hardware would be 

irrelevant too quickly to warrant its value. In addition, 

the software applications existing today are very 

task-specific, customized packages. In order to address 

the correct software, one must either limit the 

application ar evaluate magnitudes of packages per desired 

task. This is well outside the scope of this project, and 

again becomes obsolete very quickly. Barring these 

concerns, some recommendations are made; however, for 

purchasing user-friendly equipment and software. 

Specific features of the monitor and keyboard are also 

presented as they relate to ergonomics, but no attempt is 

made to redesign these units. 

The workstation is designed with a few basic 

assumptions in mind. The workstat10n is a £ixed, ~itting 

station in a dedicated room. Since there is little need 

in most home environments for a standing workstation, it 

is not considered within this report. The extensive use 

of a computer workstation by a family lends itself better 

to a station that allows the operator to sit. It is 

thereIore assumed that a room of the house is dedicated to 

the workstation for the best, most eiiic1ent design. This 

report also does not address portable systems. In order 
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to satisfy human factors criteria w1th a portable system, 

the workstation itself must be somewhat portable, or the 

various places within the house that might be used for the 

computer must all meet the human fac~ors criteria. 

would require extensive study, design work, and 

This 

unjustifiable costs in most situations. However, this 

does not exclude the use of a portable computer placed 

within this designed workstation. A laptop computer~ ior 

example, can be placed upon the desk of the workstation 

and connected to the existing monitor, printer, mouse, 

etc. without diminishing ~he human factors design oi the 

overall workstation~ 
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1.4 SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE 

A system life cycle development approach provides 

the fundamental thought process for defin~ng, analyz~ng, 

and evaluating a system. This system life cycle steps 

through the definition of need, the conceptual design of 

the system, functional and operational analysis of a home 

workstation, preliminary and detailed spec~fications of 

the human factors criteria, production, workstation 

utilization, and finally system retirement. Figure 1 

shows these steps of the system life cycle as they apply 

to the personal computer workstation (1]. 
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1.5 DEFINITION OF NEED 

Advanced technology has gradually made society more 

reliant on computers for every day projects. Adults use 

computers Ior information management ranging from office 

work, modem communications, consumer purchasing, personal 

mailing lists, word processing, family budgeting, income 

tax preparation, and so Iorth. In addition, children are 

doing homework with the aid OI the computer, as well as 

relying on computer games for educational and recreational 

enjoyment. The need Ior integrating this extensive 

inIormation management into the home is becoming more 

important. A home workstation makes the system available 

to all members of the family with the ease and convenience 

of being at home. With both parents working, not uncommon 

today, it is more desirable to be able to accomplish this 

wide variety of automated tasks at home w~th the family, 

rather than being caught late at the office. In addition, 

the increased usage of the workstation makes it ~ore 

important to provide a comIortable, stresS-Iree 

environment within which to work. The increased usage of 

computers, need for ease and convenience of home, and thus 

the requirements for a comfortable, stress-free 

environment, all factor into the need for a home computer 

workstation designed from a human-factors perspect~ve. 



1.6 FUNCTIONAL AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREKENT~ 

Functional flow diagrams provide a way of portraying 

the functions a system performs, and the feedback steps 

and functional interactions within the system. The flow 

diagrams progress from the top level definition to first, 

second, third, etc. levels, each becoming more detailed 

than the previous levels. The levels are linked with 

progression and feedback loops depending on the nature of 

the function. ~he numbering scheme serves as a reference 

to identify the various functions for traceability between 

levels. A breakout of the top-down functions for the 

home computer workstation are presented in Figures 2 and 

3. For the purpose of this illustration, the task of 

preparing a family's income taxes is used as the function 

to be performed. To accomplish this task, the first 

level breakdown consists of accessing personal records, 

~eceipts, and ather paperwork; accessing 3 =omputer ~Q do 

spreadsheets, budgets, finance calculations, and check 

writing; and consulting other family members, particularly 

the spouse. As stated earlier it is important to be at 

home, to be comfortable, and especially to have access to 

the computer. As each step is broken down further, the 

functions become more specific. Through the example of 

income tax preparation, ~t ~s obvious that the home 

workstation provides access to all the necessary files, 

10 
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people, and so forth, that would be needed within this 

process. There are certainly alternat~ves that can be 

considered; however, they do not meet these functional 

requirements as well, easily, or comfortably as the home 

workstation. For example, a typewriter and calculator 

could be used for most of the work, but would take many 

times longer and would still require some human factors 

design to maintain proper user comfort. 

Figures 4 - 8 show the functional flow analysis of 

the actual workstation itself. This analysis steps 

through the various workstation components, adjustments of 

each component necessary to meet human factors criteria, 

and some safety features incorporated. The specific task 

to be performed here can be one of many as discussed 

earlier. 

The system's operational requ~rements help 

understand the true need for a "comfortable" system. 

Prolonged use o± the workstation places ~ore lmportance on 

the human health aspect of the system design. A typical 

scenario of workstation use is presented in Figure 9. 

This figure presents a total work week of approximately 44 

hours of computer usage, or about 11 hours per person per 

week. Across a period of a year, this is an extensive 

amount of use, resulting in a definitive need for a 

comfortable, ergonomically-designed workstation. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 THE HU"AN BODY 

The human body is an amazing system. It is made up 

o£ many structures, bone, muscle, organs, and various 

tissues all working together. Like any structure, the 

more stress and strain it is Iorced to bear, the faster it 

will wear. It is therefore very important to take proper 

care of the human body in order to maintain and prolong 

good health. The body is also a very flexible system. It 

allows certain short term misalignments, however the 

body's ligaments and connective tissues will eventually 

conform to the position they are most often in. The 

continuous stress and strain of such improper positions 

may cause immediate or future injuries, some very serious. 

The back 1S probably the body's most susceptible 

structure. It bears the weight of the upper body, neck, 

and head, and accommodates extensive movement every day_ 

At a side view, the back should show four spinal curves: 

The cervical curve is a forward concavity from the base of 

the skull to the base of the neck. The dorsal curve is a 

backward convexity at the shoulders and upper spine. The 

lumbar curve is a forward curve at the lower spine, and 

the sacral curve 1S a backward curve of the buttock and 

tailbone. These four curves work together to maintain a 

20 



balance over the body's center o£ grav~ty. Collectively 

they provide shock absorption for the body ~n both the 

standing and sitting positions. As a person slumps, the 

burden of one's weight is placed on the spine increasing 

the pressure on the discs between the vertebrae. 

Muscle tissue consists of bundles of long slender 

cells that can contract and relax to move bones. The 

muscles surrounding the spine work to maintain its "5" 

shape. Without proper support, the muscles must support 

the load of the body. Prolonged muscle contraction burns 

extra energy, and creates irritating chemicals that wait 

to be carried away by the circulatory system. Tensions on 

the muscles compresses the blood vessels so they can not 

carry away these chemicals. The chemicals bUild up in the 

muscle tissue, increasing tension and irritating the 

nerves. This irritation can result in soreness, numbness, 

or long-term arthr1tic problems [31. Proper workstation 

des 
~"~~.~~~_ •. ~~~~"_~;," •• ,~,,~,~,,~'~~~~.C7. 

E..£.~1l,t.JJal.,,,~9<9,.el:;J. 

~.!U~:J.C.a • 

2.2 SYSTEM REQUIREftEHTS 

:lumerOL.:.S 

blems arno 

There are two levels of reqUirements that need to 

be discussed: the overall system requirements and ~he 

human factors requirements. The workstation as a system 
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has a few, very high level requlrements that ~ust be 

cons~dered 10 its design. These include: 

1. Meeting the fam~ly economic budget 

2. Fitting in the chosen room of the house 

3. Having input and output devices for adults and 

children 

4. Meeting human factors criteria 

The economic budget is defined to be a total of $2000 

excluding the computer itself. Over a period of ten 

years, for four users (family members), this is merely 

fifty dollars per person each year. Since the 

workstation, as defined earlier, is used in excess of 10 

hours average per week by each user, fifty dollars a year 

seems more than reasonable. A small room of a house is 

typ~cally 120 square teet, wh~ch is much larger than a 

workstation, 20 fitting ~fitc any room 1£ not a concern. 

Input and output devices are incorporated in the 

workstat~on des~gn with recogn~tion of the fact that 

children and adults have different reading skills and may 

therefore use d~fferent input dev~ces. 

There are many requirements that need to be 

considered in the human factors design of a workstation. 

These reqUirements, taken from Wollman's ~ext [15J, 3re 

listed below. They serve as basic des~gn prinCiples used 



to later def~ne the specific requ~rements that each 

component of the workstation must sat 

1. Allow for proper posture support 

Allow for freedom of movement 

3. Supply correct and adequate lighting (task and 

ambient) 

4. Allow sufficient space for working, movement, 

etc. 

5. Provide a clear surface area for reading 3nd/or 

writing 

6. Manage surrounding and system-produced n01se 

7. Provide safety precautions to protect the system 

and user 

8. Provide sufficient flexibility for various users 

2.3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

The word "workstation" has come to represent many 

different work areas. In the world of computers, the 

workstation consists of the chair, desk, table or stand, 

storage units, the computer system, paper, books, any 

reference material, lighting, and any other ~tensils 

and/or personal touches a user ~ay include. Each 01 

these items plays a role in the ergonomics of the system 



both individually and jo~ntly. The following sections 

highlight the important human factors implications and 

criteria for each section of the workstation. 

2.3.1 CHAIR 

The chair is a very important part of the system. 

It provides proper posture support to the body, and is the 

first item which w~ll produce discomfort if 

inappropriately designed. There are three primary 

postures which a worker may assume while sitting in a 

chair [3,15J 

1. Work-intensive posture: used during fast data 

entry, and deeply involved work tasks. The user 

tends to lean forward as in writing, typing, or 

drawing, and is often not consciously aware of 

his/her posture. 

2. Conversational posture: used dur1ng thinking, 

reading, and talking. The user tends to shift, turn 

sideways, and have arm and leg motion. 

3. Relaxation posture: used to stretch and relax 

the body and m~nd. The user tends to lean back, 
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stretch-and flex the extremit1es, and attempt to 

reduce pressure and strain on the sp1ne and muscles. 

The work-intensive posture is that which ~s assumed ~ost 

:frequently while using a personal computer. Though the 

user may lean forward slightly, it is not as much as when 

reading or writing. 

Figure 10 defines the parts of a chai~ w~iqh must be 

d~$ignec;i to f::i.t.tneuse:r o~der to maximize ergonomic 

adequacy. A de:finitive study has been done by Donkin on 

the interactions of the chair design and the human body 

[3 J • The backrest of the chair should be contoured to 

arch forward, supporting the curves of the sacro-lumbar 

region o£ the lower' bac;;J<. Th1s dJ.yertspressure ct .. the. 

upper body into the chair cushion. Inappropriate or lack 

o£ proper support may result in back and muscle s~rain. A 

backrest arch that 18 too low will place p~~ssur 

sac r a 1 an d pel 'l i c be· n e S 2 au s i n~ .p a 1 n =: n d i at 1 9 i,; e . -;' h e 

backrest should be adjusted based upon the size ~£ the 

user, For shorter operators, the backrest should be lower 

and the seat depth may be decreased. There are chairs 

designed such that the backrest automatically rema1ns in 

contact with one's back, providing continuous support. 

Flatter backrests are preferred £or computer work ~n order 

to avoid cramping ot the shoulders. 
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The user's th~ghs should be at right angles to the 

back. If the seat pan d~gs into the thigh, it puts 

pressure on the leg that can impede c~rculation and 

irritate the lang nerves from the spine through the back 

of the leg to the feet. Cramping, pain, and numbness of 

the legs and feet may result. To avoid this problem, the 

front edge of the seat pan should be rounded, prov1ding 

what's called a "waterfall edge", and the seat pan height 

should ensure the thigh is not pressing into the front of 

the seat pan. 

Chair height should allow the arms, hands, and upper 

body to be in proper position. It may be adjustable by 

manual -I."l?_tCltion or by (~pnE'~m(atic suspension I 
~"~",.j\'''-......~~., .. "' :""" ,,"-""~~--

The 

latter ~s much easier to ~~e. The use~~$ ~~~t should sit 

flatly on a firm foundation to relieve leg pressure. If 

the user 1 sieet do not reach the i loor, even with ,·height, 

adjustment, a footrest sho d be available. The f c)o t ,;.-est ir> 

should be between three dnd .l.ne l:-lches igh 

footrest is used, it should be stable enough to suppor~ 

movement. It should have a nonskid surIace and be wide 
t'; 

~oough (12~x16") to hold both £eet. 

fifteen degrees up, toward the toes. Some footrests have 

exercisers/massagers on opposite sides. One platform 

allows the leg muscles to be stretched wh~le the reverse 

side has rows of birch beads that stimulate the soles of 

the feet to enhance circulation. 
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The seat pan should be parallel to the iloor, or 

tilted at an angle. For reading and writing, the user 

tends to lean forward, so the seat pan should be angle 

slightly forward up to 15 degrees. This slopes the thighs 

downward to reduce pressure. For computer operation, the 

user does not typically lean forward as much. The seat 
.f 

pan should therefore be slightly tilted backward up to 5 d v 

degrees, but not enough to place pressure on the lower 

thig~~ Both the backrest and the seat pen should be wide 

enough to accommodate the breadth of the, ~,ar~Ies.:t user. 

The parts of the chair mentioned so far only 

address lower body support. Upper body support is just 

as critical in order to maintain proper arm positions, 

especially for typing tasks. Armrests can be used to 

provide this support. The,id~~~ ~ngle for the forearms, 

according to Sanders and McCormick (10], is 90 degrees to 

the upper arm. Other sources suggest an acceptable angle 

range of 7S - 30 degrees with the elbows clo~eto the 

b99Z,.,; Armrests also serve as useful aids for ·::hildren 

getting into and out of a chair. There are different 

types of armrests that can be selected. Recessed armrests 

allow the chair to be placed "closer to the work surface 

s~nce they are shorter than full armrests. 

allow the, Y$~r to positionth~ such that the 

t above ,th.e., work 8ur£aget also shorten~ng the 

di~~~nce from the user to the monitor if necessary. 
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Physical dimension 1S not the only characterist~c 

critical to the design o£ the chair. Proper design 

should include the material and mobility of the cha~r as 

The chair should be lightly padded to evenly 

distribute one's weight. The upholstery fabric should be 

~breathable" and prevent slipping and sliding to reduce 

the e££ort needed to maintain a posture. The chair should 

have adequate mobility to allow swiveling, tilting, and 

motion when necessary. The seat should swivel, ~nd the 

legs should have casters for movement. If the floor is 

carpeted, which most home floors are, the casters should 

be plastic-covered and self-locking to avoid unexpected 

motion. A five-pronged base is required on a castered 

chair to maintain overall stability. 

Proper design of the chair does not guarantee 

aaequate body posture. Unf ort unatel.:.Y tJlE·r:e·· .. is .. ?,l ways 

room for human 0rrcr. The human, as part of the 

workstation 3ystem, ;nust be tra..l.neo iur prope:r 
.. 

·..lse I C', 

order to maximize effect~veness of the chair's design. 

The following t~ps will help the user maintain comfort 

while computing. astUTe is very 

5.J-um.ping or JE:~r:t.~t?-.. 9,~o one s1.de w1.11 increase 

pressure on the spine:..::.., __ u~ders and hips should 

remain evenJ-y 

sw~veling. The user should also avoid extreme twisting, 

leaning, and reaching while t:t:.ing in the chair. 
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items ~n the back pockets should be removed 8~nce they ~ay 

3dd pressure to the hip or leg on one side, thus cramp~ng 

the lower back to an ~ alanced posture. o v e r t i ri'! e , t his 

imbalance can be compounded apd magnified to cause 

extens~ve damage. It is also crucial to NEVER cross one's 

legs, a normal reaction for many. Crossed legs impede 

circulation and add stress to the back. 

2.3.2 DESK OR TABLE 

The desk or table 18 the focal point for sett~ng,up 

the workstation. It must support the weight of the 

equipment that sits on it. For computer work, the best 

ergonomic products ~ave separated surfaces for the 

monitor, keyboard, work area, and other subsystems. 

3ect~on should be adjustable ~ndependently. 

Each 

The he~ght of the work surface is determined by the 

~ype of work being peri0rmed. 

3uriace to be about 28-30 inches high for ~he average 

female and male, respectively. For precision work, it 

should be raised to 35-40 inches. These suriace heights 

vary because the more precise a task is, the closer the 

work and one'2 hands should be to the eyes. In order to 

place the hands closer to the eyes, the desk helght ahould 

be ralsed so the user does not lean too far £orward. 

A standard model desk is typically 29 inches high. This 
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tends to be tao h1gh tor typlng tasks. The ldeal surface 

height for typing 18 abcut 23 inches for the average ~ale, 

and 26 inches for the average female [2]. 

2.3.3 MONITOR 

The monitor, also known as the screen, display, CRT 

(Cathode Ray Tube), or VOT (Video Display Terminal) is the 

part of the workstation which displays data. Depending on 

the proficiency ox the user, It may be observed more than 

the source paper or the keyboard. For prolonged viewing, 

a comfortable viewing distance of at least 16 inches for 

an 80 character/line, 24+ line screen is important. The 

recommended viewing distance is 16-24 inches from the 

user's eyes, with various sources ranging from 14 inches 

rninimum to 30 inches maximum [2,3,4,15J. For people over 

forty or farsighted people, the user should Slt Larther 

from the screen, whil~ nearslghted users ~ay ~ull ~he 

screen closer. The top of the display should be ~~ 0ye 

level 30 the user looks down slightly, 15 20 degrees. At 

least 60% of the screen should be above the horizontal 

line. This wl11 avold neck and shoulder tension and 

reduce head movement between the screen and keyboard. The 

user will be able to see all the characters on the screen 

wlthout moving the head or body. Excessive ar repetitious 

head tilting or turning can degenerate spinal discs and 
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lead to arthritis. In order to best accommoda~e the 

desired height for the ~onitor, ~t may be placed on a :OW 

shelf, the CPU box, desk top, monitor shelf, or an 

adjustable monitor arm. 

There are many features to cons1der in evaluating 

and adjusting a monitor. Among these are resolution, 

contrast, luminance, flicker, character size, and color. 

Resolution is a product of size of the dot matrix and the 

scan lines in a screen display. It is a function of 

viewing distance, operational requ~rements, and the size 

of the screen. Each character is made up of a matrix of 

dots. A finer dot structure or larger matr~x results in 

higher resolution and greater clarity of the image. 

preferred to have 1~ lines per character for best 

It is 

resolution. Adequate design will ensure that the scan 

lines are not visible t8 the user and the matrix dots 

will fuse together and be indistinguishable. The 

lndividual dot size should b~ 0.03 0.05 inches, again 

depending on the overall screen size ~4]. 

In addition to resolution, contrast is extremely 

important when readability is of concern. Contrast is 

best when the light reflected from the print or screen 

differs in intensity up to 100% from its background. 

difference 1a measured as follows: 

This 



81 

where B1 is the brightness of the brighter of the two 

measures, and 82 is that of the dimmer one. A contrast of 

88X is acceptable but 94X or above is preferred. This 

contrast should be consistent across the entire screen 

(2 J • 

Lum~nance ~s a measure of brightness in terms of 

the amount of light emitted by the monitor 3nd is 

typically controlled with a control dial on the front 

panel of the monitor. Burgess [2] believes the ~onitor 

luminance should be 25 millilamberts or more. The 

monitor also has a flicker function. Thl.S is the 

regeneration rate o~ the display, in other words the rate 

at which the screen's image is refreshed. For best 

visibility, a flicker rate of at least 50 Hz should be 

chosen, preferably 60 Hz. This is the flicker rate of a 

standard U.S. teleVision set and is easily accepted by the 

uman eye. 

The characters being displayed on the monl.tor should 

be at least 0.17 inches high with a width 70-80X of the 

l'~eight . 

:..-atio. 

This is ~ften referred to 3S ~he wldth-tc-~eight 

The stroke-width-to-height ratio, or the thickness 

o£ the atroke to the height of the letter, shoulc be ::9 

or more. A ratio of 1:8 or less may cause the letters to 

bleed together, causing eye strain when reading the screen 

[ 2, 4] . 
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Mon1tors also come with varlOUS color optlons. 

Monochrome or single color displays are typ1cally green or 

amber and have sharper resolution than color screens. 

This is best for word processing activities. Color 

monitors come in two types: compos1te color and RGB (for 

Red~ Green, Blue). Composite color produces clearer 

computer images for games and graphics, but is of lower 

resolution. RGB monitors have a very sharp picture, vivid 

multicolors, and highly defined text. The use of color 

in VDTs can enhance the flow ~i lniormation from the 

screen; however, there are a few risks. Blue and red can 

be difficult to focus cn thus straining the eye. Green 

and red must be used cautiously since they are difficult 

to distinguish with 'color blindness, a trait found 1n 5X 

of all males. For households periorm1ng a variety o£ 

tasks on the computer, a switchable monitor allows for the 

best of both worlds. This allows a color screen to select 

green-only text far wore processi~g tas~s. ~0day' ~lor 

monitors' resolut~on is ~uch ~mprQved over 

displays. Hence, monochrome display's are no longer as 

necessary for word-processing applications, yet still 

prove beneficial for high-resolution tasks such as 

computer-aided design (CAD) and high-density graphics. 

It is essential that the selection of the monitor be 

appropriate £or the ~ntended task. 

Once again there is some operator training 
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that ~s necessary to supplement the hardware design to 

optimize health and comfort of the tiuman eye. Whil~ 

working at the computer, the human eye is continually 

changing focus from the documents to the keyboard to the 

screen and back. This is very demand on the eye and 

strains the muscles that focus the lens. There are some 

"exercises ft presented by Donkin [3) and Wollman [15] which 

will help relax the human eye. OccaSionally, the user 

should focus on object3 across the room or 8utside the 

window in order to help relax the eye muscles by changing 

vision depth. Moving the eyes from right to left and 

diagonally up and down will exercise the muscles that turn 

the eyes. Blinking is also very important. High 

concentration sometimes inhibits a person from blinking 

thus drying out the 2ye's lens. The user must therefore 

make a conscious effort to remember to blink. Computer 

work should be lim1ted to fifty minutes w1thout such 3 

visual break f=r the ~yes. 

2.3.4 KEYBOARD 

The keyboard is the workstation unit that has the 

most tacti!e interaction and intimacy with the UEer. The 

majority of the system ~nputs are done via ~he keyboard. 

A mouse is another input device that is otten used, but is 

not considered within the scope of this paper. The 
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keyboard is typically selected as part of the computer 

package and not the driv1ng purchase element. ~owever, 

different systems have very different styles of keyboard, 

and should certainly be conaidered. For example, the 

keyboard may be attached to the computer as one unit, it 

may be detached from the CPU and attached only by a cord 

(most common), or it may be cordless as with the IBM 

PCjr ~. The cordless keyboards use an infrared beam of 

light to link to the CPU anywhere up to twenty feet away. 

80th the detached and cordless keyboards allow the user to 

shift posture and move side to side about the desk, or 

even adjust viewing distance comfortably. Selection of a 

detached or cordless keyboard is therefore recommended to 

enhance the human-f~ctors quality of the workstation. 

The individual keys of the keyboard have two travel 

characteristics discussed by Wollman [15J; the action 

taken when pressed, and the feedback given to the user as 

tney retu~n. ~eys that have ~£ull travel" 3ction are like 

those of a typewriter. They are very responsive when 

pressed. Without this travel action, the user rnay 

experience finger fatigue. After the keys travel down, 

they snap back up to the original position. This response 

time of the keys should be about 0.08 3econds. This is a 

compromise between the human poking time, 0.06 seconds, 

1PCjr is a registered trademark of the International Business 
Machines Corporation 
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and b 0 u nee a. v 0 ~ C1 a n c €? t i :11 e , '0. ll2) sec ond;3 [4 ] . \ B 0 un c e 

3.voidance a key from registeclng ~ore than ~nce when 

pressed. ) In addition to travel, there are three types of 

feedback that can take place. Tactile feedback is the 

feel of the key when it is pressed down. This affects 

typing speed. Audible feedback refers to the clicking 

sound made when the keys are pressed. This also helps 

indicate that a key has indeed been pressed. The third 

form of feedback is visual feedback. Red light indicators 

above critical keys (Num Lock, Caps lock, rlold ·?tc. :. 

help prevent errors and serve as reminders of the current 

state of those key. These are all very useful for 

detecting problems. Each type of feedback helps eliminate 

errors such as missing a key, hitting a key twice, or 

forgetting the current state of a toggling key. 

The out of the keyboard 18 both important and 

very interesting. The arrangement of the keys 2hould 

allow for easy r~ach ~i frequen~ly ~32d keys, ~vs~d ~lde 

finger stretches or row Jumping, jet have reasonable 

spacing between keys. There are two major 

~rrangements that have undergone extensive human factors 

design: The QWERTY keyboard,today's standard, named for 

the first six keys on the top row, and the DVORAK 

keyboard, named ~or its inventor. Both keyboard 

arrangements can be seen 1n Figure ~ •. The uWERT'.:t 

keyboard was introduced by the Remington Arms Company in 
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l873. It was designed with human factors engineering ~n 

mind, yet in a very different way. It was lntentionally 

bu~lt for low performance, to negate the human factors 

aspects, in order to prevent mechanical jams that occurred 

in old typewriters. As keys were struck, the mechanical 

typeset arm would project forward and 8tr~ke the paper. 

The speed at which these arms struck the paper and 

returned to their position was slower than the typing 

speed of the users. Therefore, certain comblnations ai 

keys typed quickly would cause the letter arms to Jam 

together. The ~WERTY keyboard placed 60% of the ~yping 

into the left hand, only 30% on the central home keys, and 

only four of the ten most commonly used letters in the 

central home row. This reduced the typing speed of the 

user in order to avoid key jamming [11]. 

With computer keyboards, this mechan~cal problem 

does not exist. It would be smarter to redesign ~he 

keyboard us~ng human iactors to enhance ~~t~er ~ha~ 

retard typing performance. This was ~ccoDplished by 

Dvorak in 1935. The Dvorak keyboard placed 56% of the 

typing into the right hand, 70% on the m~ddle row, and 

used the strongest fingers for those keys most frequently 

used; the thumb being the strongest finger and the little 

finger the weakest. The thumb and middle fingers produce 

the fewest errors, and the index and ~lddle fingers are 

the quickest. These features made the Dvorak arrangement 
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more e££ic~ent and better balanced for the two hands. 

Studies have shown that experienced typists can improve 

their typing 3peed by up to 74Y. using the Dvorak keyboard. 

Unfortunately, since the QWERTY keyboard has been used for 

so long, it has become the standard. The same studies 

indicate it can take up to four weeks to retrain 

experienced typists to the same performance level on a 

Dvorak keyboard [4]. For children just learning to type, 

this keyboard would be easy to learn; however, it is not 

the standard keyboard in use and would therefore ~estrict 

the user from most public computer keyboards. 

In addition to these two arrangements, there is the 

Klockenberg keyboard. Klockenberg took an even 

more radical approach to incorporate human factors 

considerations: He separated the keyboard into two 

halves, angled back 15 degrees from the center and tilted 

,j 0 wnw a r d ~ 11 ] . This design places the wrists and 

3hou~ders ~n a more natural pos~tion, thereby dec~~3slnq 

~ovement and reducing fatigue. It ..:..::::. a perfect e:-:a:nplt:? of 

human-engineer~ng, but suffers the same drawback as 

Dvorak's keyboard: It is non-standard. 

The body position is once again important ~n 

deciding where and how to place the keyboard. The weight 

of the arms and hands is supported by the muscles and 

ligaments of the upper back; therefore, proper placement 

and support reduces stra~n on those muscles and ligaments. 
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For proper support wh11e typ1ng, the elbows should rema1n 

close to the body at 7S-90 ree angles to he upper ~rm 

[ 3] • The wrists should be stra~ght, or bent less than :0 

degrees [15J. The keyboard should be angled anywhere from 

11-15 degrees depending on the hand size of the user. The 

home-row keys should be about 25-30" above the floor, 

maintaining the hands at an average level of 6" or less 

above the work surface (2]. 

In addition to body posture, the keyboard should 

meet certain cr1ter1a for the human hand. The indiv1dual 

key tops should be 0.5" square with the key definition 

written directly on the key. The key centers should be 

placed 0.75" apart, yielding a separation of 0.25" between 

keys. The vert1cal displacement, the distance from the top 

of the key surface to the bottom due to its slant, should 

be 0.05-0.25". The keys should be pos1tioned for easy 

access and efficient reach of the user's hand. Longer 

hands need tne keyboard at 3 ore hQr~=ontal '~21 t.l.GL, 

whereas shorter hands requ1re more of an 1ncline. 

Adjustable feet on the back end of the keyboard allow the 

user to adjust the incline accordingly. The forse 

necessary to activate a key should be 0.3-0.75 Newtons 

[ 2, 4 J • 

The keyboard should be flat w1th ~culptured key tops 

that conform t~ the ~hape of a iinger. The numeric ~eypad 

found on the far right of the keyboard should be set up 
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like a standard calculator tor consistent ~8e. A 

desirable design tor a keyboard 13 a flat, low-prof~le 

layout with the center keys in one of three forms: 

Dished, or slightly scooped out; Stepped, with ildt 

horizontal key tops in rows that increase 1n or 

Sloped, with keys that angle downward along with the 

keyboard (see Figure 12). Dished keys improve typing in 

tasks involving extens~ve work (15). 

2.3.5 PRINTER 

The printer is the key output device oi the 

workstation. It allows the user to produce hardcopies of 

iiles, programs, graphs, etc. developed on the computer. 

Most workstations only use a pr~nter for short periods of 

time, so human factors plays a small role here. A br~ef 

d~ScusSl0n ~s necessary, however j to understand the 

_equ~~ements fcr placement ~f 

stand. The placement of ~~e prlnter depends 2n i~any 

things: dimensions, weight, noise, space, frequency oi 

use, and so forth. Many desks come equipped w~th a place 

to hold a prlnter and even a paper feed alot. If not, a 

separate printer table can be placed next to the desk as a 

3econd option. :t must be w~de enough and trong enough 

to hold the pr1nter 3nd agaln have rounded corners. n 

third option is to use a bridge or corner wedge to attach 
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a printer table to the desk or just add additional 

workspace w~th the printer 1n the corner (see Figure 13). 

A small printer 3tand will help elevate the printer 

for bottom paper feeding. Positioning the printer at an 

angle will make it easier to load the paper, and much more 

convenient to v~ew the paper at eye level rather than 

requiring the operator to look down at the printed line. 

This also uses less workspace to hold the printer and 

leaves more work surface available to the user. 

stands should be about 14.25" wide by 13" deep by 4.25" 

high to hold most standard pr~nters. If tilted, the 

printer stand can be 11" wide for 9.5" paper, or 15" wide 

for 15" paper [15]. 

2.3.6 ACCESSORIES 

AS1de from the primary units of a workstat10n, 

3ccessor~es can be aoded to enhance ergonom1c~, per oD31 

comfort, aaiety, and usage of the ~y8tem. Wollman [15J 

presents numerous accessor1es that provide these 

benefits. The following section describes some ot these 

and the1r contr1bution to the home workstation. 

Chair cushions can be added to any cha~r to add 

support to the lumbar region and shoulders. They are 

typically adJustable w~th velcro str~p6 to allow £or 

various user's sizes. 
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Any standard desk or table can be converted for 

proper human factors design by the use of a keyboard 

drop. A keyboard drop allows the keyboard to rest below a 

table or desk that is too high for a proper typing 

position. Some drops can be drilled in for permanent 

placement, while others are secured by the weight of the 

display sitting atop them. The latter allows the drop to 

be removed for taller operators. These desktoppers sit 

directly on top of a desk and may also have shelves for 

the monitor and addition storage. 

Drawers and cabinets can be attached or simply aside 

the basic workstation. It is desirable for storage units 

to be lockable for safety and privacy. This is especially 

useful if certain items are to be kept from young children 

to prevent accidents. Additlonal storage can be in the 

form of a hutch or shelf unit that S1tS on top ~f the 

desk. These shelves can be used to store references, 

d13kS, or 2ven include ~ shelf ior the 

Another option lS wall unit ~helves ~hic~ are 2ifl~ed to 

the wall space above the desk, but is not actually 

attached to the desk. 

For increased work space, expansion tables can be 

added to the side(s) of the prlmary desk. Fold-down 

tables allow the workstation to maintaln compactne2s when 

not in use whlle provlding the ~dditlonal space ior 

writing or spreading out reference materials. Corner 
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wedges, compan~on tables or storage uD1ta w~th f13~ top 

surfaces also provide addit10nal workspace directly next 

to or at right angles to the primary work surface. 

Display stands can be placed on any desk or table 

underneath the monitor to provide additional 

flexibility. These stands allow tilt , swivel, and 

viewing height adjustment of the monitor, while at the 

same time they can save on desktop workspace. A pedestal 

base that allows the monitor to be rotated and tilted 

will also help avo1d glare and compensate for the changes 

of natural light sources throughout the day. A mon1tor 

arm provides similar flexibility in tilting and rotating, 

but also allows the ~onitor to be adjusted in height and 

viewing distance. The adjustable arm clamps onto the 

desk or wall, and again leaves more work surface 

aV811able. 

Anytime exceSSlve typing 13 called for, an 

adjustable copy ~~and 3erves a very useiul pur~ose. 

holders ho~d papers and documentation ~t 0ye level. 7hey 

can be manually adjustable, or electr1cally adjustable via 

a foot pedal. Electric ones highlight the current line 

for the user, and line feed the paper per the operator's 

command. Copy stands can either be detached and 

collapS1ble to be used only as necessary, or can be 

attached to the side o£ the mon~t~r and folded up when not 

in use. The attached stands use less surface space. 
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Ambient nOlse can adversely lmpact the work 

environment. To aid in noise reduction, table-top 

sound-masking machines can be used. These machines emit 

continuous sound resembling rain or surf, which helps 

relieve intermittent noises. This helps provide a calm, 

undisturbed environment for better concentration. It is 

important, however, to understand the environment within 

which one will be working with respect to noise. It is 

possible that these sound-masking machines add actually 

too much noise for comfort. 7hey wlll mask specific 

sounds, but may increase the ~verall noise level. 

In addition to the above, there are a number of 

accessories which help protect the workstation and its 

users. Diskette boxes are very useful for organizing 

software floppy dlSks and preventing them from inadvertent 

damage. They keep disks dust free and protect them from 

bending or warping. They may be plastic or wood ana can 

come in varlOUS colors for easy categori=ation. 

and wood produce no magnetic fields sod therefore wll: not 

interfere with the software on the disks. They provide 

easy storage and can be lockable for added privacy. 

Software should also be kept away from speakers, phones, 

and any other electromagnetic devices that may interiere 

with the software. ?rinter r~bbons and cartrldges ~hould 

be kept 1n plastlc bags or contalners for similar :easons 

and to prevent them from drying. Multi-outlet power 
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str~ps and ports can be bU21t ~n to avo~d a clutter of 

W1res at 0ne's £eet. Proper placement of theEe power 

strips provides easy control of the many elements of the 

workstat~on allowing the user to activate all components 

with a single sw~tch. Static and surge protectors are 

extremely important around electrical equipment. 

Antistatic desk mats, bars, or even rugs or floor mats 

will absorb or dissipate static electricity when touched. 

They provide additional protection against power surges 

caused by things such as lightning, nearby electric 

motors, or electrical storms. Power surges can cause 

malfunctions, loss of data, or equipment break-downs. 

Plugging the computer into surge suppressors will reduce 

the risk of these types of failures. 

Dust covers can be placed over every piece of the 

workstation equipment to protect them i:-Ofn dust, c1E·br ~S, 

and acc~dental sp~lls. These covers can be Ilex2Lle 

for conven~ent storage when not 2n use. 

be treated with ant~-static condit~on~ng for extra 

protection. In addition to covers £or out-oi-use 

ion, there are cleaners and cleaning kits ~or 

preventative protection and in-use clean~ng. Treat·?d 

cloths should be used for w~ping the monitor w~thout 

3.dding stat.l.c. Sleaning kits are also ava.l.lable for 

disk drive heads, and pr~nter wheels. Small vacuums help 
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clean the keyboard. All th~s preventat~ve ma~ntenance 

=ontributes to the ~pkeep of the workstatlon for prolonged 

usage without fail~re. 

2.3.7 ARRAHGEKEHT 

In addition to the actual position~ng of the 

workstation components, their arrangement also needs to be 

considered. Overall, workspace arrangement should help 

minimize eye motion, prov~de easy and convenlent access to 

all needed items, max~mize postural freedom, and prevent 

operator fatigue or injury. Receptacles and storage units 

should be located laterally off the central work area In a 

convenient and acce~sible position. 

The work surface can be divided lnto three zones. 

These zones are described below! 

typically usea ior yplng (or otter ~~put CeVl~GS 

such as a mouse), reading, and writing. 

2. Secondary: The area within reach of the extended 

arm. Items wlthin this zone tend to be shlited 10 

3nd out of the pr1mary =one as necessary. 

Tert~ary: The outermost zone. This region 
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~ncludes the rest of the workspace used to hold 

equ~pment, supplies, and all other items which 

remain essentlally stationary [15]. 

Those items used most often should be w1thin easy view 

and access. Those items used only occasionally can be 

kept at a farther distance. Placing items 1n priority 

order will help reduce repetitl0uS or prolonged one-s1ded 

movements. It will also ma~nta1n frequently-used items 

with1n a zone that ~s easily and safely accesseo. The 

work surface should be kept clear of unnecessary clutter. 

All items in the workstation should have their own place 

and be important to the task. The work area should start 

about 3" from the edge of the work surface and project at 

least ~ 30 ees from the operator's midl~ne. 

It is importan~ to keep the primary v~sual areas 

clear of visuai obstructions. The apace d1rectly ~n 

~ront oi the user should be ~sea for Jata entry text nc 

the keyboard. The ~onltor can be to the side, ~ut angled 

to the user's field of Vlew. The text, keyboard, and 

monitor should all be arranged per frequency of use. for 

example, experienced typists tend to view the document 

more than the keyboard, whereas inexperienced typists 

will watch the keyboard more. When the user is not ~yplng 

£rom a reference document, ne/she would view the monltor 

or keyboard the most, depending again on the level of 
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experience. Other ltems such as heavy books, reieren~e 

mater1al, e~c. should be close by on the work surface II 

space allows), or ou~ of immediate reaCh but accessible by 

simply rolling the chair over or standing up. Heavy items 

should be kept high enough that it requires standing, so 

as not to strain the user by reaching from a sitting 

position. 

The task lamp, as described in Section 2.4.1, can be 

placed either on or above the desk depending on the type 

of lamp. In either case, it should be on the same side as 

the working papers. Working papers should be placed on 

the side of the user's dominant eye or directly in line 

with the computer and monitor. (The dominant eye can be 

determined by simply £orm~ng a triangle with one's thumbs 

and index fingers. Stare at a distant object centerea 

within the trlangle, then close one eye at a time. The 

eye that is open when the object remains lfl the trlangle' 

center is the domlnant ~ye. With the other eye open, 3nd 

the dominant eye siesed, the obJect wll1 Shl£t 0Ut at the 

triangle. ) 

2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 

The environment is always an important factor ~n 

the des~gn 01 any system. In terms oi workspace aeslgn, 

the environment is de~ined mostly by the room w~th~n 
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whl.ch the computer system e}:ists, the lighting, the 

noise, the wall space and the 31.r temperature af the 

:coom. Criteria for proper lighting, noise control, and 

the decor of the walls of the room are discussed in this 

section. Air temperature is not discussed in great detail 

here since it is assumed that a person's home already 

meets certain criteria of comfort and saiety. A few 

comments should be made however. In positioning the 

workspace within the room, it 1.S important to note the 

placement of air vents. Air clowing directly on the user 

can increase muscle tension and discomfort. Room 

temperature and humidity should be comfortable to the 

individual operator. Blinds should be used to minimize 

extreme temperatures, and windows may be opened to 

increase air circulation. 

2.4.1 LIGHTING 

Eighty-iive percent uf the iniormat1.0n received by a 

human comes through the eyes [31. Lighting has a qreat 

~mpact on the performance and comfort of the eye and is 

very important to any visual task. Therefore a great deal 

of consideration must be given to the lighting used with 

any computer workstatl.on. Poor lighting can cause 

discomiort, diificul ty In iocus, eye stral.n, ;='f1G 

headaches. Young people tend ~o adjust to poor l~ghting 
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cond1tions eas~er than elderly people, but ~t 1S s~111 

undeSlrable. Anyt~me work 18 being per~ormect. the rOOD 

should be illuminateo properly throughout the ent1re ~ield 

of view. This 1S accomplished w1th two categor1es OI 

lighting; task lighting, and ambient lighting. Task 

lighting is the light that falls upon the 1mmediate work 

area, such as the screen, keyboard, printed materials, 

etc. Ambient lighting refers to the light emitted in the 

surrounding space incorporating the rest of the room. A 

fairly high level of task 1 ting and a lower level Qf 

ambient light is most accommodating. The light should be 

evenly distr1buted over the keyboard, printed material, 

monitor and work sur2ace. The display itself emits light 

like a flashlight, and reflects like a m1rror. A lower 

level of light 18 therefore needed In this area of ~he 

workstation. 

There are multip10 styles o~ task lamps WhlCh may be 

purchased. The standard arcilltect :amp has an adJustable 

arm and head WhlCh can be tilt&d and p1voted. It cl~mps 

onto the desk edge taking up very little surface space. 

Asymmetric lamps d~rect a beam at a slant instead of 

straight down. Th~s 1mproves display contrast and helps 

to prevent glare. A wall-mounted swing lamp is s1milar to 

an architects lamp. It has a £lexible arm and head, but 

also swings lett and r1ght. It mounts to the 

up no surface space, but tends to be slightly less 
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adjustable than the architects lamp. Finally, track 

lights can be mounted on the cel11ng 0verhead, and can be 

rotated and swiveled to direct the light directly on the 

work surface or bounce it off a wall behind the desk. 

However, track lights are very difficult for children to 

adjust. Any proper task lamp should be adjusted to angle 

its light onto the work area without causing a glare on 

the monitor. An opaque shade with a matte finish is 

useful in reducing additional glare. 

Ambient llght should have a low illuminatl0n 

compared to the task lighting. It should be indirect, 

meaning it reflects off a surface onto the work area 

rather than shining directly onto the work area. Light is 

usually reflected off the ceiling in order to accomplish 

this. Ambient light can be produced using a regular 

ceiling lamp, or a torchier floor lamp, whose shade 

directs the light up toward the ceiling. Torchler lamps 

stand about iive to 1X feet tall, ~bove average ~ye 

level, so as not to present the barG bulb to a person's 

unprotected eye. These lamps can also be purchased with a 

halogen bulb. Halogen bulbs burn brighter and have a beam 

similar in spectral quality to sunlight. Additional 

ambient light is produced £rom the outside 3unlight 

shining in througn the window 10 ~ room. This liqht 

should also come irom above and iall softly around ~ne 

work area. To accomp11sh this, white hor1=ontal venetian 
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blinds should cover the window, and be turned toward the 

ce11ing to direct the l~ght upward. 

Light is measured across a spectrum of wavelengths. 

There are many different types of lamp differ1ng in the 

portion of the spectrum emitted. For example, 

~ncandescent filament lamps emit visible energy primarily 

at the red end of the spectrum. They work by electrically 

heating a filament to a white hot state. They are often 

called warm light. Fluorescent lights emit light from 

the higher energy end of the spectrum (blue) ar radiate 

the full spectrum. They work by a non-thermal ultraviolet 

photon excitation of the phosphors which coat the inner 

wall of the tube. They tend to be ~ofter lights, more 

evenly distributed, and produce no harsh shadows. The 

cool white emits wavelengths from the yellow-green reg10n 

of the spectrum. When maximizing brightness for 

achromatic ViS1bility, cool wh1te is the bulb ai cho1ce. 

rlowever, because 1t aoes not duplicate the full 

rum of natural 2unli 1t produces ~oree color 

distortion and sh1£t which may 1nduce headaches, nausea, 

or a "buzzing" of the eyes. The solution is the full 

spectrum fluorescent lights that duplicate natural 

sunlight 1n the ultraviolet and visible spectrums. They 

·there£ore do not produce color distortions and prov1de 

good visual clarity. These lights y~eld a higher apparent 

brightness, improved color discr~mination, and improved 
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visua.l acu.l.ty. They tend to reduce users' £at.l.gue and 

improve tolerances to stress. 

There are tour measures used by Eastman Kodak C4J .l.fl 

evaluating light sources: color-render.l.ng .l.ndex (CRI), 

efficiency, cost, and liiespan. CRI de£ines the degree to 

which an illuminated object's perceived color matches its 

true color as illuminated by standard light. Natural 

daylight, which does not affect true color, has a CRI of 

100. Efficiency determines the amount of light produced 

per the power consumed. It .l.S measured in lumens per 

Watt. A higher efficiency light source is also more cost 

eifective to operate. The following chart shows a 

comparison of the fluorescent and incandescent l.l.ghts with 

respect to these four measures. 

provided by Burgess [2J. 

The CRI values are those 

E.fficiency 

~{}candescent: 33 < .:. 'jl~ 

Cool fluorescent: 50-80 5-6 yr 

Full Spectrum fl: ':;1 50-80 5-8 yr low .. 

* energy savers reduce costs 

The full-spectrum fluorescent light provides a high color 

~endition, the most efficiency, and the longest ~.l.IeSpan. 

It also has a low cost. It .l.S the opt.l.mal lamp ~rom a 

human factors perEpect~ve. 
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Light 18 also categorized as d~rect or ind~rect. 

Direct light shines ~n the work area unobstructed, while 

indirect light 1S re~lected off some object ±irst, oiten a 

wall or ceiling. Reflected or lndirect light 18 less 

efficient because some of the light is lost in scatter, 

but at the same time it produces less glare. Indirect 

lighting is also more uniform. Direct lighting produces 

more veiling reflections and shadows, which obscure ones 

vision. 

There are two waya of discuSSlog the relatlcn 

between a light source and the area it is affecting: 

luminance and illumination. Luminance is a measure of the 

amount of light that leaves a surface, either by 

reflection or emittance. It is measured in iootlamberts. 

representing light per unit ares. 111um1nat10n, on the 

other hand, measures the amount of light that fall~ upon a 

surzace, measured 1n l~meos per square foot or lootcanoles 

More 3pecl£ically~ ~t ~S the 3moun~ 

center of the sphere. Increasing 1llumlnation wl1l 

improve productivity for visually demanding tasks and tor 

operators over 45 years old. ThlS reduces the amount of 

strain an elderly person needs to exert in order to see 

the task at hand. :t does not have much effect an younger 

people. As J..llurninatJ..on is incr'eased, however, t.he a.mount 

of energy used :LS also increased, which results J..O a 
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h cost. Proper lllumlnatlon varles accorclng to the 

contrast o~ the v1sual task. For ~xample, a high con~rast 

task :equires about 20-50 ic, a medium contrast task 

50-100 ie, and a low contrast task 100-190 ie (4). 

One of the biggest problems with lighting is the 

e.f.fect OI glare. Glare can cause eye strain from mlnor 

~rritation to temporary blindness. Experts suggest 

many steps that can be taken in order to avoid glare 

[2,4,10,15). 

- Avoid low-angle light sources at less than 50 

degrees from the line of sight. 

Use diiiuse, lndirect lighting, as explained 

above. 

Use multiple small lights rather than I2W br~ghter 

ones. 3rlghter lights cause ~are lntense glare. 

Use 100-150 footcandles (fc) for detailed work, 70 

fe for general office work, and 20-50 fc for 

general lighting. 

- Background lighting should be at least 1/3 the 

lntenslty of the work area 1 t 
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Fosltl0n the screen perpend~cular to any wlndows 

to 3VOld j~rect glare, and re±lectance onto ~he 

screen. 

- Avoid lights directly overhead the user unless 

aimed away to produce ambient light (i.e.: toward 

the ceiling). 

- Do not position lamps directly behind the use~ to 

avold their reflectance on the monitor. If the 

lamp's image can be seen in the blank monitor 

screen, there will probably be glare problems. 

Move and tiit the monitor, possibly via a monitor 

arm, to best eliminate the surroundlng sources o£ 

glare. 

glare zone (a 45 degree arc above che US~~'3 llne 

of Sight). 

- Use nonreflect~ve surfaces ~ 301. reflectance) 

including a desk with matte iinlsh, and keep 

shiny, pollshed objects off the desktop. 

- Use windows that are a distance above the floor. 
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Use an ~utdoor overhang above ~he window to 

reduce direct l~ght. 

Use reverse vioeo with dark color pr1nt on a 

light color background. 

- Colored gels such as those used on theatrical 

lights can be selected in many different colors. 

Placed over a light, these '11111 ease the 

affects of the light on sensit~ve eyes, :avender 

and rose being the most pleas10g. 

- Do not wear white when work~ng at the computer. 

The walls of a room also have an impact on glare 

as descr1beo 10 Section .4. J. 

~ince VDTs emit light themselves, they place 

different constra~nts on the lighting design. They do not 

require ambient illumination in order to be read. 

Reflections on the VDT can also create a veiling 

luminance that washes out information on the screen. A 

high level of illumination 1S desired for most tasks_ but 

reducing the illumination helps reOuce the glare on the 

VDT. A compromise of the two must be made. According to 
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Sanders and McCormick C10J, VDT usage should have an 

ambient ~11um~natl0n level of 300-500 lux (28-46 ic) or 

less. The uniqueness o£ the VDT creates some additional 

glare concerns. In addition to the above steps, there are 

some attachments to the screen that will also reduce 

glare [15J. 

- CRT faceplates that are treated to increase 

contrast and absorb light can be used w~th the 

VOT to decrease glare, out they also decrease 

display sharpness. 

Mesh overlays can be placed in front of the 

screen, but may also reduce screen brightness. 

Tinted glass can be placed over the CRT to lrnprove 

contrast by preventlng "wash out" as well 

reduce glare. 

- Filters or shields can be attached to the CRT, or 

a Bezel frame can be placed around the CRT. These 

will reduce re±lection, absorb light, 3nd lncrease 

contras~. 

As Woodson [16J pOlnts out, there lS one aadltionai 

source of glare present with any user that wears giasses. 
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~yeglasses reilect a l~ght 30urce that ~s w~tnln a ~0 

,jegree arc above or a 40 degree arc below the l~ne of 

sight beh~nd the operator. In additlon, they w~ll reflect 

light inslde a 15 degree ar~a on the sides of the 

eyeglasses, from 5-20 degrees from the center line (see 

Figure 14). This should be taken into account when 

positioning a light source for a user wearing eyeglasses. 

2.4.2 NOISE 

Noise is typically referred to as unwanted sound 

disturbance. The most applicable definition is that found 

in Sanders and McCormick (10J which defines noise as the 

"auditory stimulus or stimuli bearing no informational 

relationship to the presence or completion of the 

immediate task." It can occur as an ~mpulse, measured by 

frequency, or as a steady s~ate no~se measurea In un~~~ 

ot dec~bels ~dB). ?or lllustrazlve purposes, Eurgess [2J 
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lists some common noise levels and thelr 1mpact 0n 

i.::onversation. 

11121 130 dB 

100 - 121 dB 

86 - 11121 dB 

81 - 106 dB 

65 - 75 dB 

Can't Communicate 

Need Ear Protection 

Earphone Communication 

Need Ear Protection 

Loud Shouting Needed 

Need Ear Protection 

Raised Voice 

Communication 

Discomfort Incurred 

Normal Voice Up To 5' 

Away 

In order to minimize distractions, the computer 

aystem should be kept 1n a separate room from the nor a1 

on-g01ngs of the household. ii ~hl5 1S not posslb~e 

is important to adapt to make the computer work area as 

quiet and uninterrupted as possible. Any outside 

disturbance can simply add to muscle strain Slnce the user 

must try much harder to concentrate. 

One major source of noise is the printer. Since 

the printer is typically used interm1ttently, the nOlse 

1t produces is only of concern for short periods of tlme. 

It is still mportant, however, to maintain a comfortable 
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level of n01se so as not to be d1stracted whenever the 

pr1nter 1S in us~. D~pending an the n01se and v1brat1on 

produced by the printer, an acoustical cover should be 

used. This cover will maintain a lower level o£ noise. 

Acoustical covers can be part oi a desktop, printer table, 

or a free standing cover which may be placed over the 

printer wherever it sits. Printer cabinets are oiten 

lined with acoustical ioam which absorbs this noise. 

Sculptured foam absorbs even more noise than acoust1cal 

foam. Overall, the enclosure should absorb at least 75% 

oi the produced sound [15]. If a cover 18 used, the lid 

should be made of plexiglass or another see-through 

material to allow view1ng of the text without having to 

lift the cover. It must also lift to allow access to the 

printer controls. If printer noise is minlmal, a rubber 

pad placed under the printer to absorb some noise ana 

vibratl0n should be sufiicient. Carpet1ng also ~eauces 

vibration noise but ~ay introduce stat1c ~~ectr1c1ty. 

{See sect10n 2.3.6 for tlps on ellffilnating th13 concern) 

One popular type of printer is an ink-jet printer. 

The ink-Jet 1S a small pr~nter that is relat~vely quiet, 

has little vlbration, and can easily be kept on a desk. 

This type of printer w111 contribute less no~se to the 

env1ronment. 

In addit10n to muifllog the equ1pment n01se, other 

precautions can be taken to ensure a qU1et, distraction-
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free env~ronment. Telephone volume controi can be 

adjusted or turned off for m~n~mal distraction. Padded 

room dividers can surround the workspace, and the door may 

be closed to increase pr1vacy and reduce distraction. 

Noise-masking machines may be placed in the room to 

reduce additional disturbances. Finally, s~mple 

household rules can be established when children are 

around and concentration is critical. 

2.4.3 WALLS 

The walls of a room have an effect on the emotion 

and performance of a person as well as the aesthetics 

itself. The walls themselves do not have much impact; it 

is their effect on lighting and noise that determines 

their quality_ The wall behind the computer should be 

light, neutral or pastel colored ~n order to avo~d 

d~5tract~ons ~rom star1ng at a loud wall wD11e work1:~g. 

Bright, highly saturated colors can also leave a negat1ve 

afterimage. The wall directly behind the user should be 

darker and should be tree of shiny objects to avoid 

additional glare. All features on the wall should have 

equal un~torm reflectivity. Blue and green colors are 

typically soothing and also help make the room look 

larger [4]. 

In addit~on to color and glare affects, walls can 
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impact the noise level w~thin a room. In a room wn~ch ~s 

already bU11t, fiberglass panels can be placea on the 

walls to absorb about 45% of the noise (15). An 

acoustical tile ceiling can be added for additional no~se 

reduction. For a new room, fiberglass insulation can be 

used in the ceiling with double layer sheet rock walls for 

maximum noise absorption. Acoustical doors with rubber 

seals maintain a quiet core but may be too cumbersome for 

a household room. 

Walls, in add~t~on to no~se and lighting, establish 

the environment in which the user will work. Each has an 

impact on user comfort and performance. To this po~nt, 

the factors discussed lmpact all users relatively equally. 

There are certain d~sign criteria that must be considered 

with a particular user ~n mind. These criteria depend on 

the physical attributes of the operator, a maJor 

contributor to human iactors deslgn. 

2.5 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 

Anthropometries is the science of measurement of 

human body size. It lS key to human factors engineering 

in order to design systems to properly fit the capacities 

of its potential workforce. The workforce can be made up 

of men and women, large or small, young and old, extreme 

sizes, limlted capabilit1es, etc. Each 1ndlvldual 13 a 
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d~fferent shape and Slze, but together they ~orm the 

target population. 

Anthropometrlcs allows a population~s size to be 

described through frequency distr~butl0ns. Frequency 

distributions are expressed as percent~les, where the Xth 

percentile means X percent of the population has the same 

value or less for a given measurement. 100-X percent; 

therefore, have a larger value. The bell-shaped curve 

seen in Figure 15 shows the number of people at each value 

( X:,L ) • The center llne (50th percentile) 1S the average 

measurement of the population. There are three scales 

shown here. The X-scale shows zero to three standard 

deviations (e) on either side of the mean (f), also 

represented by the Z-scale. The third scale simply shows 

some of the most commonly used percentl1es. The 

z-statistic is related to the variance of values about 

the mean (standard deviatl0n) as shown below. :t is 1.13eo 

to determlne the percent of a popula~lon that Lal~~ 0elow 

a ';;liven value. 

with 

z = 

f = mean distribution, 

X~ = specific value, and 

e standard deviation aL mean. 

\2.:2) 

The mean distrlbution 1S simply the average value 
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FIGURE 15. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
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of the total populat1on. Standara deviatlon 1£ defined 

as the square root of the variance, where var~ance .I.S 

defined by: 

Variance 
total 

In using these frequency distributions, it is necessary to 

bear in mind the percentile person one is designing for. 

It is possible to design to different percentiles for 

different dimensions. 

In periormlng such body measurements, it is also 

necessary to maintain consistency, and consider the 

appropriate "uniform" ai the workforce. For example, .l.t 

is most accurate to measure people's dimensions wlth ~he 

clothing, footwear, etc. that they will typically be 

wearing when using the system. It is assumed herein that 

the personal workstation user will be nomlnally clothed 

(i. t?: not overburdened, nor minimally clothed) ,:lnd 

relatively relaxed. Measurements made on mlnimally 

clothed erect persons, therefore, can be adjusted to allow 

for the affect of clothing and a more relaxed position. 

The following adjustments, extracted £rom the Eastman 

Kodak study [4J, are applicable to des.l.gn sonstra.l.nts for 

seated people: 

Position adiustments 

+1" standing height -0.8't standing height 

+0.2" sitt~ng he.l.ght , .~ tt 
.l... v s~tting he.l.ght 
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+0.3" breadths 

~1.2~ toot length 

Most oX these adjustments are fa~rly small 

and are accounted for within the adjustment capability of 

the workstation design. Additional padding space for 

clothing is also included in the dimensions OX the 

furniture. It is also possible for short durations at low 

frequencies to allow for addit~onal reach. For example, 

height can be increased by standing on tip toe, but ~s 

only recommended for short, infrequent occasions. The 

£ollowing chart shows the short-term increased reach 

capabilities (4J: 

Increased reaches 

+3" he~ght on t~ptae 

-6" he~ght by squatting 

-6" ~each by Dendlng iram wa~s~ 

+14" reach by 0ending trom hlPS 

2.5.1 ADULTS 

The maJority of the numbers used in this design come 

£rom a study done by Dr. Earnest Hooton [7]. The sample 

used is a wldespread populat~on which covers the range of 

interest for this study. The measurements were taken on 
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approximately 4000 people, ages 17-89, w~th samples from 

all economic levels, both fore~gn- and US-born, 3nd 

equ~valent numbers of both sex and race. Table 1 lists 

the measurements for the 5th to 95th percentiles, the 

range, and the median of each measurement. The particular 

percentiles used for the purpose of this report are 

described through the analysis and results sections. 

2.5.2 CHILDREN 

A study was done on children's functional body 

measurements by the U.~;. Office of Education [13J. The 

sample included over 3000 children from ages 5 to 21 with 

a fairly unbiased sample. These measurements, shown ~n 

Table 2, were used in this report as the basis for 

des~gning for a growing child, in addition to the adult 

users. The specific measurements used are presented 

throughout the design d~scuss~cn and results. 



W~IGHT (lb) 
SEAT HEIGHT (in) 
BACK HEIGHT 
ELBOW HEIGHT 
HIP BREADTH 
SHOULDER BREADTH 

(SITTIKG) 
THIGH CLEAR. HT 
IIIDSHOULDER HT 
EYE HEIGHT 
UPPER LEG l.EHGTH 
BUTTOCK-POPLITEAL 
WOW TO FIST 
FORWARD REACH 
FOOT WGTH 

CHEST BREADTH 

TA8L~ 1. ADULT AMTHROPO"~TRICS 

5i8 seTH 95TH 
PERCEliTILE PERCEITILE PERCENTILt: RANGE --- \:IDURCE) 

110.0 152.8 207.6 70.0 - 389. Hooton [7] 
16.9 18.5 20.2 15.4 - 22.8 
25.3 27.6 38.2 22.1 - 33.1 
8.1 9.6 11.1 6.7 - 12.8 

13.3 15.@ 17.3 12.@ - 21. 3 
14.7 16.9 18.8 12.7 - 22.4 

4.3 5.3 6.5 Eastl8ll-Kodak [41 
21.4 23.6 26.1 
27.4 29.9 32.8 
21.1 23.0 24.9 
17.2 19.1 21.9 
12.6 14.5 16.2 
22.6 25.6 29.3 
8.9 11." 11. 2 

18.26 11.38 12.49 t Woodson l16] 

t Woodson only provided tbe 10th and 90tb percentile 
JeasureJents. Tbe 5th and 95tb percentiles ,ere calculated 
using the follol1ng equations: 

10TH: 10.58 
90TH: 12.25 : HEAM + 1.28 * (S.D.) 

THU~ S.D. = 9.68 
95TH: KEAH + 1.645 t (~.D.) 

5TH: !EAI - 1.645 t (S.D.) 
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lABLE 2. CHILD (AGE 5) ANTHROPOftETRICS £13] 

1IU1 STAIiDARD 5TH 95TH 
(SiTH) DEVIATIOIi RAIlG~ PeRCENTIU P~RCEHTIL~ 

WI-:IGHT (lb) 44.2 7.15 23.1 - 65.4 32.61 55. sa 
SUT HEIGHT Un) 11.4 0.54 9.7 - 13.0 11.S1 12.29 
ELBOW IIt:IGHT 7.1 0.45 5.8 - 8.5 6.36 7.84 

(SITTIIIG) 
THIGH HEIGHT 15.4 1.19 12.1 - 18.7 13.61 17.19 
IHDSHOOLDER HT 25.7 1.&4 21.8 - 31.& 23 •• 28.40 
EYE HEIGHT 30.9 1.44 26.& - 35.2 28.53 33.27 
UPPER LEG LEHGTH 14.8 1.89 12.1 - 17.4 13.34 16.26 
ELBOW TO WRIST 6.5 0.34 5.5 - 7.5 5.94 7.16 
WRIST TO KHUCKLE 2.6 1.38 1. 7 - 3.5 2.11 3.09 
FORE.WI LEHGTH • 8.15 11.15 
FORWARD KEACH 16.8 1.28 13.0 - 20.6 14.69 18.91 
~'OOT WGTH 6.8 0.48 5.4 - 8.2 &.11 7.59 
"AX Ai" SPAll 43.0 2.53 35.4 - se.5 38.84 47.16 

NOTE: The 5th and 95th percentiles lere calculated 
using the folloling equations: 

95TH = "£AM + 1.645 • (S.D.) 
!lTH = "EAN - 1.645 • (S.D.) 

• Forearl length las defined as elbol to fist 
to be consistent lith adult leasurelents 
ie: elbow to ,rist + wrist to knuckle 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 DESIGN METHOD 

The previous sections have described the human body, 

the system requirements to properly accommodate the human 

body, a preliminary discuss~on o£ the workstation 

~ncluding environmental considerations, and an explanation 

of anthropometries. These factors are now ~ncorporated 

~nto a design of a personal workstation with enough 

flexibility to adequately accommodate an entire family. 

~~.~,_~}::~.~"§j.~g~~ .. .Q!t~)~.9~gRh¥~ .. p.'::':Esued is t~ design :for the extreme 

s i z e san d allow J,he~,'J;:;a,p..ab.j"li~Y",:f,ox·.. .a.dj. ~~:t,me.nt.,.j;.,q.,.,-;i,.X~.9;!J:l"Q.~ 
_---'.,-..'" ..... ~.<..'.' • ,",- •. , TO' .. ·.""-, ··:":'·"~""~~"~.\\".v .,.",,~, •• 'C,' ".,.~.,·.,,-.w 

1 9'tJ"lJ~~:[,,~.§,~:r,§~.<c By ~ terating some basic calculations, 

the extreme user's limltations are managed. For example, 

the minimally ace able des~ h~ight is def~ned by ~he 

tallest 0 or. :hlS extreme defines the first ~~m~t oi 

the system design and 18 lncorporated 1nto iur~her 

calculatl0ns for all other operators. All the necessary 

design specifications are labeled in Figure 16 and are 

measured In inches or degrees. The method of dimens~on 

lettering shown is used conSistently throughout the 

analysis. 

c;.§rt .. _~gQrie.s! the la;cge,,, srn§+.1, and average adul t user, and 
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A - Seat HeIght 
B - Elbow Rest HeJQht 
C - Forearm LenQth 
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E - Elbow He~hl from Ground 
F - Elbow-to-Reyboard Hetght 
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H Footrest HetBht 
I - Ttugh Clearance Height 

J - Eye Level from Sear 
K - F:ye Level from Ground 
L - Table-to-CRT Dtstance 
.. - Leg Clearance Depth 
N - Keyboard Table HeIght 

fIGURE 16. WORKSTATION DESIGN 
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the child. Each design table shows measurea as well as 

calculated dimensions for the var10US combinations of 5th 

to 95th percentile operators. 

3.1.1 KEYBOARD AND SEAT HEIGHTS 

The first d1mension in the workstation design is the 

keyboard table height. It is limited by the tallest 

operator sitting with his/her feet flat on the ground. 

The table can be no lower than the he1ght at which th1S 

95th percentile person is comfortable. This height is 

determined by the tallest person's desired seat height and 

elbow rest height. Case 1 in Table 3 shows the des~gn for 

the 95th percentile adult with a desired seat height (A) 

of 20.20 inches and an elbow rest ht (B) of 11.10 

inches. By adding these two measurements, the m1n1mum 

keyboard height of 31.30 1Dches 18 determined, ma1n~a1n1ng 

~he elbow at a ~0 degree angle to the upper arm, ~r =ero 

degrees from parallel. Th1S extreme ase dete~~1nes 

the home row key height of 31.30 inches to be used In all 

subsequent calculations. The keyboard will sit on a 

dropped level to account for the 2 inch height 02 the 

keyboard itself, thus plac1ng the base of the keyboaro at 

29.30 1nches from the ground. 

In each category 1n Table ~, the des1red sea~ he1ght 

is the seat height at which the operator's fee~ lle flat 
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TABLE 3. DI!lEHSIOIS FOR SEAT 

TALL AVB SHORT CHILD ----CASE 1 CASE 1A CASE 2 CASE 2A CASE 3 CASE 36 CASE 4 CASE 4A 

JlEASURED: 
A DESIRED SEAT BT 21.21 18.58 16.91 18.51 
B ELBOV REST BT 11.11 9.68 8.11 6.36 
C FOREARJI L£JIGTH 12.08 16.21 12.68 16.21 12.68 16.21 8.15 10.15 
D SEAT TO THIGH 4.31 6.51 4.31 6.!)i 4.31 6.58 3.11 4.YI 

CALCUlJ, TED: 
A' OPTIIUI SEAT HT 21 .. 21 21.71 23.21 24.94 

E ELBOW POSITIOH 31.31 28.11 25.01 1&.87 
F El.BOW TO KEY 1.11 e.M 3.21 3.21 6.31 6.31 14.43 14.43 
G El.BOW AIlGLE e.1I 0.ee 14.25 11.17 26.57 21.25 61.84 54.88 

AI SEAT 8T 19.91 23.30 
£' ELBOW POSITION 28.M 29.&6 
F' ELBOW TO KEY 3.31 3.31 1.04 1.EA 
B' ELBOW AIlGLE 14.&8 11.51 11.52 9.18 

H FOOTREST 3." 12.79 

SEAT HEIGHT 21.21 18.50 19.90 23.31 
THIGH CLEARAHCE 3.8 1.6 5.5 3.3 4.1 1.9 1.9 0.1 
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on the floor or a footrest. The optimum seat height (A') 

18 based on the ~eyboard he1ght of 31.30 1flches with an 

elbow angle of zero degrees. The original cases are 

designed with a 5th percentile forearm length ee) of 12.60 

inches, and the subsequent cases (represented by the "A"s) 

are des~gned with a 95th percentile forearm length of 

16.20 inches. The forearm length is necessary for 

determining the elbow angle (G) above parallel, which 18 

not to exceed 15 degrees. Cases 1 and lA show that the 

95th percentile person's opt1mum seat height 1S not 

impacted by the length of the forearm. In Case 2, the 

average person has an optimum seat height of 21.70 lnches; 

however, the desired seat height is 18.50 inches. In 

order to accommodate this difference, either the seat may 

be lowered, or a footrest (H) can be used. The footrest 

height is simply determined by the actual seat height 

minus the desired seat height. Since it is more desirable 

to have the average person accommodated w1thout hav1ng ~o 

use a footrest, the seat height 1£ lowered. !n performing 

this iteration, the amount the seat may be lowered 18 

limited by the elbow angle of 15 degrees. Lowering the 

seat to the desired 18.50 inches places the user's elbows 

at an acceptable angle o~ 14.25 degrees. 

The same calculations are periormed 1n Cases 3 and 

3A for the 5th percentile person. The opt~mal seat 

height 18 23.20 inches which is much higher than the 
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deslred 16.90 lnches. Lowering the seat down to tnis 

deS1red height puts the user's elbows at an angle 0f 26.57 

degrees, WhlCh ~s outside of the 11m1t. The seat lS 

therefore lowered only as much as possible whlle s~ill 

managing the allowable elbow angle. This results in a 

seat height of 19.90 inches and a footrest of 3.0 inches 

to satisfy the remaining height difference. 

The fourth case represents the 5th percentile 

child. This smallest extreme is chosen since the larger 

percentile child falls in line wlth the smaller adults. 

In analyzing the child's seat, the optimum height of 24.94 

inches is greatly in excess of the desired 10.51 loches. 

Unfortunately, using the desired seat height places the 

child's elbows at a very uncomfortable angle of 60.84 

degrees. A compromise must be made in order to satisfy 

Doth limits. By placing the seat at a height of 23.30 

inches, the angle is maintained to 11.52 deqrees, and a 

Lootrest of 12.79 loches is neeaed. The maXlmum deslrable 

footrest height is 3 9 inches, thus 10 order to accomplisn 

the 13 inches oeeded for this very small child, it 18 

recommended that a 4 inch platform be used. The platform 

oeeds to be large and stable enough to Slt the entire 

chair on it. This will allow the child to have the 

additional 13 inches needed without using an excessively 

h1gh footrest. 

The final dimension to be managed relative to the 
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seat height is th~gh clearance (I). The th~gh c~earance 

defined with~n this table ~s the distance from the top of 

the user's th~gh to the base of the keyboard drop table. 

A one inch thickness is assumed for the table, thus 

placing the base at a height of 28.30 inches. The thigh 

clearance in each case is determined by subtracting the 

actual seat height from 28.30 giving the total space from 

the seat to the table. Then subtracting the distance from 

the seat to the top o£ the thigh (D) gives the clearance 

available from the thigh to the table. In all four cases, 

this clearance ~s positive meaning there is extra room for 

movement for all combinations of tall, average, and short 

adults, and children, with thighs ranging from the 5th to 

95th percentile. 

3.1.2 MONITOR HEIGHT 

The correct pos~tion of the mon~tor ~ depenaent on 

the eye level of the user. The top of the monitor ~hould 

be at eye level, so the user is looking down slightly, 

about 15-20 degrees, to the center of the screen. A 

standard 14 inch monitor is def~ned by a 14 inch a~agonal, 

which means ~t lS approx~matell 10 lnches high. Table 4 

shows the selected seat he~ghts ior all Iour cases 3S 

defined in the prev10us sectlon. Addlng the user's eye 

level (J) to the seat height gives the calculated eye 
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TABLE 4. DI"~HSIONS FOR KOIITOR 

TALL AVG SHORT CHILD 
CASE 1 CAS~ 2 CAS~ 3 CAS~ 4 

WSUR£D: 
A SWCTED SEAT HEIGHT 21.21 18.58 19.91 23.38 
J EYE LEVEL FRO! SEAT 32.81 38.11 27.41 18.02 

CALCUUTED: 
K 1:.1E LEVEL FROB GROUHD 53 •• 48.61 47.38 41.32 
L tABLE TO !OIITOR BASE 11.70 7.38 b.M 0.02 
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level from the ground (K). With the table top at 31.J0 

~nches, the difference between the table and the eye level 

from ground yields the distance the monitor base should 

sit above the table. Th~s monitor base height (L) in 

each case is a positive number, and ranges from 0.02 to 

11.70 inches. It is therefore necessary for the monitor 

arm to allow the monitor base to sit directly on the 

table and as high as 12 inches above. 

3.1.3 REMAINING SEAT DIMENSIONS 

The remaining seat dimensions to be designed are 

straight-forward extreme-case designs. For example, the 

absolute heaviest weight measured within the Hooton study 

is 309 Ibs. Designing the cha~r to be sturdy enough to 

support that weight will, by default, support all other 

users as well. The Beat pan width (refer to Figure 10) 

must be large enough ~o hold ~he 95th percent~le bu~tock 

breadth of 17.3 inches. The width chosen for this des~gn 

is 18 inches, allow~ng extra room for movement and 

clothing. For a claSSic secretary chair as shown in 

Figure 10, the seat back width should fit the S5th 

percentile chest breadth of 12.49 inches. This des~gn ~s 

further validated by the Eastman Kodak L4J study results 

shown ~n Figure 17. The study suggests a 1_-14 ~nch 
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backrest whlch satis~ies a more extreme user, or covers 

more of the person's back. A full Dack chalr must allow 

for the 95th percentile shoulder breadth of 18.8 inches. 

Once again additional room is useful to allow for clothing 

and movement, thus the recommended full back width is 

19-20 inches. 

The primary purpose of a human-factors chair 

backrest 1S to support the lumbar region. The center of 

the lumbar region can be found about one third of the 

distance from the seat to the top of the shoulders or 

neck. 

£all. 

This is where the center of the backrest should 

Using the 5th and 95th percentile shoulder heights, 

the center of the lumbar region lies between 7.13 and 

8.7 inches. The backrest center should therefore be 

adJustable from 7-9 lnches above the seat. Similarly 

using the percentage relationship between the Iull lumbar 

reg10n and the full back <seat to shoulder) of a person, 

the seat back helght should be 6-6 ~ncnes ta~l. 

allow the seat back to support the entire :umbar reg~on 

for a range of users. These numbers are confirmed once 

again by the suggested dimensions in the eastman Kodak 

L4J study (7-10 inches above the seat and 6-9 inches 

tall). 

The depth of the seat pan 1S a factor 0~ the 

distance from the buttock to ~he popiiteal. ThlS 5th 

percentile measurement 15 17.2 1nches, which for ~he sake 
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of this design is rounded down ~o 17 inches. The seat 

should not sit right up against the operator's leg, 30 r.he 

seat depth lS designed for the smaller person. A taller 

person can tilt the seat pan edge up slightly so long as 

it does not place additional pressure under the thigh. 

This will shift the user farther back in the seat to keep 

the lumbar support in position. 

3.1.4 REMAINING DESK DIKENSION~ 

At this point in the paper, the height dimensions of 

the desk have all been deSigned. There are two more areas 

of concern for the dimension of the desk or work table. 

The opening clearance is discussed in this next section. 

This clearance deals with the space that allows for the 

leg and chair room under the desk. The other area of 

concern is the reach of an lndividual which will be 

discussed in the ~ollowlng section. 

The leg clearance helght has already been deiined 

to be 28.30 inches as discussed previously. The 

clearance dep~h is the room needed to allow for the 

length of the user's legs under the desk. The worst case 

extreme lS defined by the 95th percentile user sltting 

with his stomach up against the edge of the desk. This 

person's upper leg length lS 24.3 incnes. It is more 

reasonable to assume that the user will it about hali way 
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back, w~th hls/her elbows close to their body, leaving 

their wrlsts at the edge o± the aesk to type. Th1S 

reduces the leg depth needed to about 14 inches. An 

additional 6 inches 18 1ncluded to accommodate the 

additional length of the foot (about half the ~5th 

percentile foot length) and another 5 inches allowable 

room for a person to stretch his/her legs forward slightly 

and accommodate various shoes. This results in a 25 inch 

leg clearance desired, which is remarkably close to the 

24.9 inches from above. Since most standard desks are 1n 

excess of 20 inches simply to allow enough room to hold 

the keyboard (7") and the monltor (12") and allow adequate 

work space, this clearance is reasonable. Ii the desk is 

not placed directly against the wall, the user will have 

even more leg space than necessary. 

The f~nal leg clearance dimens~on needea lS the 

width of the opening. This d1mens1on must be large 

enough to accommodate the wldth of the seat pan plus 

add1tional 3pace for movement. 7he seat pan wldth was 

previously defined as 18 inches. Allowing an additional 

two inches on either side for freedom of movement, the 

leg clearance wldth should be 22 lnches. This again is 

an extreme-case design and will simply allow extra room 

for smaller user's andlor smaller chairs. 
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3.1.5 REACH 

The major1ty of the dimensions designed thus far 

were based on the 95th percentile person's S1ze 

accommodations. In designing for a user's reach, it is 

the 5th percentile smaller user that is the limiting 

factor. If an object is w1thin the reach of the smallest 

user, it will easily be accessible by the larger users as 

well. Figure 18 shows the forward reach capability of a 

5th percentile operator. The three arcs show ~he forward 

reach measured in inches versus the height above the work 

sur£ace for three specific zones. The farthest reach is 

along the centerline, or straight out from the userls 

bOdy. The other two arcs represent the reach at 15 ~nches 

and 21 inches to the side of the centerline respectively. 

The shaded in area shows the placement o£ the mon1tor at 

about 15 inches 1n from the edge (allowing m1n1mal v1ewing 

distance) with a six inch height above the work 3uriace 

as previously defined for this small user. in the top 

view, one can see the primary zone along the work surface 

formed by these three reach arcs for both the 5th and 95th 

percentile user. For the 5th percentile user, all 1tems 

more than 15 inches from the edge of the desk down the 

centerline, or 11 inches on the side, will be difficult to 

reach. Frequently used 1tems such as ~he mouse, papers, 

etc. should therefore be within this primary =one on the 
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work surface. Other items placed outside this zone will 

be reachable w1th extra movement on the part of ~he user. 

Frequently-used reference materials, software disks, 

writing utensils, etc. typify the items to be placed in 

the secondary zone. The tertiary or outer zone is for 

storage of items used lnfrequently such as lnstallation 

documentatlon, spare paper, printer ribbons, cleaning 

kits, and so forth. These items are only used once in a 

while and returned almost immediately. 

Overhead reach is used to define the he1gnt of 

shelving above the work surface. For the 5th percentile 

user, the area directly above the monitor 1S not within 

the forward reach capability. The maximum height of the 

monitor is 22 inches as previously defined for the 95th 

percentile person. Th1S restricts the height of the 

lowest shelf to at least 22 inches above the work surface, 

well outside the reach of the 5th percent11e person. Any 

items placed on a shel~ wll1 therefore requ1re stretchlng 

or standing in order to be accessed by the small operator. 

The difference in forward functional reach from the 

~th percentile to the 95th percentile person 1S 7 inches. 

Therefore the arc shown in Figure 18 along the surface of 

the desk is 7 lnches farther than that of the 5th 

percentile person. A taller user can also reach higher 

above the desk with iess effort. Any storage shel~ more 

than 30 inches above the work sur£ace ana 15 inches from 
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the front edge will tend to require most operators to 

stand. Figure 19 snows the front and side views oi these 

shelves and the direction in which the reach capability 

goes from primary to secondary to tertiary zones of usage 

as described earlier. Items that are used less frequently 

and are reasonably light can be placed on the outer 

regions of the work surface or on the first shelf. This 

ensures that even taller users that may reach the first 

shelf comfortably from a seated position do not overexert 

themselves in so doing. Heavier and less frequently used 

items should be placed higher and out toward the sides of 

the shelves, or on separate book shelves not attached to 

the immediate workstation. This will require the user to 

stand or roll the chair to the side to reach those items 

used only on occasion and those items too heavy to be 

l~fted from overhead in a seated position. 

3.2 FLEXIBILITY 

Flexibility is key to a system that will be used by 

both adults and children. To survive children, the 

workspace should be sturdy, easy to clean, and allow for 

physical and intellectual growth. Physical growth has 

been accounted for in the extreme case des~gn presented 

above. Since each ~nd1v~dual in a family will have 

differing needs for the computer, there should be plenty 
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of surface space and storage area to be shared by the 

ent~re fam~ly. About fifteen percent of the human 

populat~on ~s left-handed. Any household with a 

left-handed user must also take into consideration the 

personal preference of placement. The system must be 

flex~ble enough to allow the papers, monitor, keyboard, 

lamp, and other units to be moved to e~ther side of the 

workstation to best accommodate both r~ght- and 

left-handed operators. 

There are many d~iferences ~n the work env~ronment 

of children and adults. One d~fference concerns the time 

of day during which most of the computing is done. 

Depending on the age, a child will do most of his/her work 

during the day and ~leep at night. Adults are usually at 

work during the day, and do much of their home computing 

~n the evening, after d~nner time. Lighting needs and 

noise levels are very oiiierent in these two s~tuat~ons. 

L~ght~ng will ~nevitably vary ~rom Gay ~o ~1ght, such 

that evening work may requ~re add1t1cnal ~mb1ent ~1gn~. 

The household noise level ~s usually lower in the 

evening, yet noise control is more 1mportant in the 

evening so as not to wake those asleep. 

Children and adults differ in their work habits, not 

only in the t1me of use but the type of use as wel~. A 

child's interest grows w~th age from games to programm~ng 

to word processing, etc. The key input device for a child 
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may be the Joystick or mouse. There±ore, a workstat~on 

must not only ~nclude these devices but provide ample room 

for proper use of the mouse and joyst~ck. Adults tend 

mostly to perform word processing and budgetary work, and 

will use the mouse and keyboard the majority of the time. 

Especially when children are involved, it is 

important to consider future expansion. The physical 

aspects of expansion are covered by a workstation design 

bu~lt for the extremes. Storage and workspace expansion 

can vary from adding bookshelves, hutches, and separate 

storage units to building on to a room or moving into a 

larger room. If a bare-bones workstation ~s all that is 

affordable to begin w1th, future expansion should be 

cons1dered to allow a gradual development of a 

human-factors workstation with minimal investment. 

Choosing a system that is difficult to expand upon w111 

only cost more money in the long term. 

Extreme-case des1gn a~lows for the largest nd 

smallest of operators. In this report, by accommodat~ng 

the largest user's freedom of movement or clearance from 

obstruction, the smaller user is also content. In terms 

of performance, if the smallest user can see and reach 

items, then larger users will be able to as well. 

extreme case des1gns presented above allow for the 

highest degree of flex1bi11ty. 

These 

When des1gn1ng for a wide variety populat10n, as 18 
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the case for a iam1ly, flexibility is certainly 1mportant; 

however, there are d1iier1ng levels of flexibility as 

explained by Eastman Kodak (4]. For example, a highly 

adjustable chair will allow adjustments to be done in less 

than 5 seconds. These chairs are usually pneumatic, us~ng 

air compression to vary the height. The user simply pulls 

a lever or presses a footbar to adjust the height. A 

moderately adjustable chair would be mechanically adjusted 

and take 5-30 seconds. It requires more manual effort to 

choose the proper height sett1ng. A m10imally adjustable 

chair requires more than 30 seconds to adjust and has 

limited levels from which to choose. These criter~a are 

important to consider if the family individuals vary 

enough that each user would be required to make 

adjustments prior to using the workstation. 

3.3 SAFETY 

In addit10n ~o the comfort of the user, 8aiety 18 

very 1mportant, especially for young children. Sharp 

edges should be avoided for two reasons: they may place 

more pressure on to muscles and tendons if leaned upon; 

and they invite more inJury to small children. As 

equipment begins to degrade or breakdown, the r1sk of 

personal inJury increases. For maX1mum saiety, all 

equipment should be kept 10 quality shape at all times. 
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Per10dic safety checks can nelp reduce the r1sks of 

electrical inJury, physical strain, and abrasive damage. 

Desktop surfaces can also be treated or coated to 

resist stains and scratches. This is an additional help 

when children use the system for keeping the surfaces 

clean and in good shape, as well as maintaining maximum 

upkeep of the equipment. Dirt, dust, spillage, etc. can 

only add to the possible causes of equipment malfunction. 

Safety may not normally be thought of as a human factors 

consideration, but it certainly plays a role 1n 

maintaining workable eqUipment and eliminating harmful 

risk. Human factors must address all aspects of a 

workstation and its interactions with the human operator. 

3.4 AFFORDABILITY 

There are different categor1es o± systems that can 

be chosen to implement ~he recommendations aescr1bea in 

th1s report, each with very different costs. ~he des~gn 

can vary from a basic system that meets all baseline 

requirements to a top-of-the-line system which can go 

above and beyond the users l needs. Each can be chosen 

based on affordability, but should be considered along 

w1th various other criteria. 

The basic system is the lowest cost des1gn and 

typically very good where space is limited. A basic 
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system may cons~st of a narrow surface space, a slightly 

adjustable platform, perhaps a tilting deck or turntable, 

for the monltor, and mlnimal accessories or storage 

space. This type of system can meet proper englneering 

dimensions without providing any extras. Unless limited by 

space, this is not recommended when a moderate amount of 

use is necessary or desirable. 

A step-up system is simply one step better than 

most basic systems and falls anywhere in between the 

basic and top-oi-the-line workstatl0n. A tYPlcal 

workstation in this category would allow more surface and 

storage space than the basic system. It would have 

adjustable shelves for the keyboard and monitor plus some 

form of extension t6 lncrease the surface space. 

Drop-leaf extensions on either side would allow for 

additional space when needed, and fold down out OI the way 

when not ln use. Additlonal storage space can be ~n the 

£orm of shelves over the desk and/or cablnets belGw. 

systems today come in modular pleces such that the desk 

has matching companl0n pieces for storage, printer tables, 

and other peripherals. These may also have surface space 

extenders, such as corner wedges, that connect the maln 

desk area to the periphery units. 

Finally, the top-of-the-llne systems have all the 

characterlstics of the previous two and more. They are 

extremely adjustable. They have separate surfaces for the 
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keyboard and monltor. There 18 often a special place to 

conceal the printer when not in use. In addition to 

storage and work space, the top-oi-the-line systems w11l 

have built-~n channels, cables, and outlets for electrlcal 

units. They will have static and surge protection and 

often a locking device to protect the equlpment. Often 

times these systems have unique features such as built in 

telephones and/or modems. They are styled more 

elaborately for more aesthetic appeal, and may resemble 

conventional rolltop desks. 

In many ways choosing between these three categories 

of systems is similar to choosing between a wooden pencil, 

a mechanical pencil, and the top-of-the-line Mont Blanc 

pencl1. 

costs. 

Each w~l~ serve its purpose at very different 

The more expensive systems will look nicer, be 

more elaborate, and have all the extras. The simpler 

systems can be used as a basls when cost 19 important and 

the extras aren't as necessary. These systems can always 

be built upon and added to as money and need allow. 

3.5 LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS 

The life cycle cost analysls of a system design is 

a means of evaluating alternative solutions with respect 

~o the cost throughout the life of the system. Blanchard 

and Fabrycky [lJ define this cost to 1nclude initial 
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purchase cost (P), operating cost (0), maintenance cost 

(M), repair or replacement cost (R), and salvage value 

( 5) • The largest cost involved in a home workstation is 

the initial purchase cost. 

alternatives are presented. 

In the following section, two 

The first solution is to 

provide the key items necessary in transforming any 

typical home computer workstation into a human-factors 

engineered system. The second alternative is to start 

from nothing and purchase a properly designed workstation 

to suit the needs at all users. In both cases the cost o~ 

the computer itself is equlvalent, and is therefore not 

included in this analysis. 

In order to upgrade an existing workstation to meet 

·the minimum requlrements defined in this report, several 

accommodations must be made. The chair must have 

adjustable cushions to allow for proper helght and lumbar 

support. A footrest should be provided to allow for the 

height difference 1n the smaller users. The desk helght 

should be set according to the design described herein, 

and should make use of a keyboard drop to allow proper 

placement of the keyboard with respect to the rest of the 

work surface. The monltor should Slt on a shelf or some 

form of simple platform to maintain proper viewlng height. 

A static/surge protector should be included to protect the 

system. Flnally, adequate lightlOg should be provlcea by 

purchasing task and ambient lamps and placing them 
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accordingly to limit glare impacts. Table 5 shows the 

~nitial purchase costs o£ this bas1c upgrade system 

~otaling $270. (Note the costs are from Wollman [15] and 

ver10US reta~l home £urnishing catalogs). 

The second option is to purchase adequately 

designed equ~pment £rom the start. This would include a 

basic, fully adjustable chair along with a footrest, again 

to accommodate the smaller users. The desk should have 

proper design dimensions as well as separate levels to 

hold the keyboard and other computer components. A 

monitor arm would provide the tilt and swivel of the 

monitor as well as height and viewing distance adjustment. 

A glare reduction filter or shield should be placed over 

the monitor. Similar task and ambient lamps are required 

as in the basic design; but should be moveable. A 

separate printer table will elim1nate the pr1nter tram 

sitting directly on the desk and allow addit10nal 

workspace for other use. Storage space can oe prov~aea 

with a combinat10n of a hutch, storage cabinets, and 

expansion tables. Noise impacts can be minimized via a 

sound-masking machine placed in the immediate v1cin1ty of 

the workstation, and an acoustical printer cover. 

Finally, safety and damage protection can be provided 

with baSic diskette boxes and static and surge protectors. 

These costs are displayed in Table 0, resulting in an 

overall purchase cost of $1040. 
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CHAIR CUSHION 
FOOTREST 
KEYBOARD DROP 
ARCHITECT LAMP 
TORCHIER LAMP 
STATIC/SURGE PROTECTOR 

TOTAL: 

TABLE 5. UPGRADE COST 

PURCHASE REPLACEMENT SALVAGE 
COST COST VALUE 

$75 
$75 
$20 
$15 
$60 
$25 

$270 
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$15 
$60 

$75 

$25 
$25 

$7 
$5 

$20 
$8 

$90 



TABLE 5. SYSTEM COST 

PURCHASE REPLACEMENT SALVAGE 
COST COST VALUE 

--------------------------------------
CHAIR $100 $33 
FOOTREST $75 $25 
DESK $170 $57 
MONITOR ARM $50 $50 $17 
GLARE SHIELD $50 $50 $17 
ASYMMETRIC LAMP $60 $60 $20 
TORCHIER LAMP $60 $60 $20 
PRINTER TABLE $70 $23 
HUTCH $60 $20 
STORAGE CABINET $80 $27 
EXPANSION TABLE $100 $33 
SOUND-MASKING MACHINE $35 $35 $12 
PRINTER COVER $100 $33 
DISKETTE BOXES $5 $2 
STATIC/SURGE PROTECTOR $25 $8 

TOTAL: $1,040 $255 $347 
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The cost OI a bas~c or -up system may vary irom 

$270 up to $1040 or above depending on the specific ltems 

chosen. A top-o~-the-line system can certainly cost as 

much as a user is willing to spend, and then some. Even 

the basic system design cost can be minimized i£ certain 

items are le£t out. For example, i£ less work surxace is 

needed due to the nature ox the individuals' computer use, 

a separate printer stand and extension table may not be 

necessary. Also, if the workstation is placed in a 

secluded part of the house and does not produce an 

excessive level of noise, the sound-masking machine may be 

eliminated. 

Li£e cycle costs (Lee) inclUde more than the actual 

design cost; there are other costs to be cons~dered. In 

calculating life cycle cost, all the costs and values must 

be totalled across a period ox time. For this 

workstation system, a per~od o£ ten years ~s assumed for 

the comparison po~nt, at an ~nterest rate of 5%. The 

future value worth (FVW) of each cost and the final 

salvage value are calculated uS1ng the following equation: 

FVW ( P, i, n) :::: P (1 -+- i) h 

where P :::: the initial purchase cost, 

~ :::: the ~nterest rate, ana 

n the lifetime in years (i.e. 10). 
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This prov~des for interest compounded annually. The 

overall life cycle cost is then defined as 

Lee = FVW(P) + FVW(R) + FVW(O) + FVW(M) - FVW{S) (3.2) 

The purchase cost is defined as described above for 

the two alternatives. The cost of operating the 

workstation is defined by the cost of electr~city used to 

power the various components including the computer, ~ts 

peripherals, and the lamps. These costs do not differ 

much for either system design and are inherent in any 

computer workstation regardless of how well it sat1siies 

the human factors criteria. It is therefore excluded from 

the life cycle cost comparison. The maintenance cost can 

be defined as the cost of purchas~ng cleaning k~ts for the 

computer, drives, and printer. This cost var~es from $8 -

~b0 and 18 aga~n ~ndependent of the spec~fic alternat~ve 

chosen. 

The only items that would requ1re any repair w1thin 

ten years are the lamps, the monitor arm, the qlare 

shield, and possibly the sound-mask1ng machine. Worst 

case, these items would all require replacement after 

five years. It is more reasonable that they could be 

repa1red or partially replaced. For example, the lamps 

would not necessarily require complete replacement, but 
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simply purchase of a new bulb. However, for the purpose 

of comparlson, this worst case is assumed for the above 

items and all are replaced in five years. The salvage 

value for all components of the workstatlon is assumed to 

be one third the initial purchase price. 

Using equations (3.1) and (3.2) with a lifetime of 

10 years, an interest rate of 5%, and the replacement 

cost and salvage value as defined above, the life cycle 

cost for the two alternatives becomes: 

Option 1: 

Lee = FVW(270,5,10) T FVW(75,5,5) - 90 = $445 ( J. 3 ) 

Option 2: 

Lee = FVW(1040,S,10) T FVW(255,5,S) - 347 = $1672 

~ince the deC1Slon to lnvest money is typlcally 

dependent upon a family's current economic budge~, ~t is 

more appropriate to conslder ~he cost today. USlng the 

following equation for present value worth (PVW), the 

above costs can be brought to the present day. 

PVW ( P, i, n) = P (3. S) 
( 1 -+- i) ,. 

where P, i, and n are as defined earlier. The resultinq 

life cycle cost in today's dollars for each option is as 

follows: 
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Option 1: 

Option 2: 

Lee = FVW(445,5,10) 

Lee = PVW<1672,5,10) 

= $ 273 (3. b) 

= $1026 \. 3. 7 ) 

Both these costs are within a reasonable family budget 

for a system that will be used by all members of the 

family for over forty hours a week total. 
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RESULTS 

This report has provided four essential steps to a 

human factors design of a personal computer workstation. 

First, a thorough analysis has been presented on the human 

factors engineering criteria. Second, extensive research 

provided an adequate sampling of anthropometries to 

be used as a basis for design. These frequency 

d~stributions are interpreted and manipulated 

appropriately to provide all necessary body dimensions 

The third step is the for both adults and children. 

culmination of the first two. The various dimensions of 

the system have been designed based on the philosophy of 

managing limitations for the extremes. The system is 

designed to accommodate these extreme-case users allow1ng 

enough flexibility to provide adequate support for all 

members of the iam1ly. Comb1ning the design methodology 

with actual populat10n measurements yields specific 

workstation dimensions. A complete explanation oi the 

design requirements and limitations is included to support 

this analysis method. Figure 20 is a cumulative listing 

of these final dimens10n speCifications necessary to 

accommodate the var1ety of user described within this 

report. Finally, in addition to these dimens10ns, a cost 

analysis of two ems has been presented. 80th ems 
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are acceptable; however, the complete system defineo as 

the second alternat1ve provides £ull system performance 

and flexibi11ty whereas the alternative one is somewhat 

11mited. 
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DISCUSSION 

5.1 IMPROVEMENTS 

There are always ways to further improve upon any 

system design, and this workstation is no exception. A 

few areas of improvement are unique chairs, additional 

environmental factors, other input devices, and provisions 

of modern technology. Wollman l15] presents two types of 

chair which lend themselves to human factors engineering 

design and provide a greater level of comfort. The 

backless chair is designed such that the user's knees rest 

forward on a cushion rather than the user's back rest1ng 

on a backrest. This chair redistributes body weight, 

however it 1S not acceptable for long per10ds of work, and 

has limited leg mobility. The Jefferson cha1r 1S anotner 

cha1r that offers extreme comfort by completely 

encompassing and cushion1ng the body_ 

more space and has a very high price. 

Th1S cha1r takes up 

The environmental aspects presented in this report 

1nclude lighting, nOise, assumptions made for air 

ure and Circulation, and surround1ng walls. One 

aspect which tends to remain an area of interest 18 

mUS1c. Although 1t has been 1nconclusive as to whether 

~US1C increases productivity, many users fina it fairly 
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enjoyable. If used, mus~c should be selected that w~ll 

not be d~stract~ng, and should be only sl~ghtly louder 

than the background noise (4J. 

There are many other ~nput devices bes~des the 

keyboard that were not addressed ~n this assessment. Many 

personal computer systems today use a mouse in addit~on to 

the keyboard as a means of controll~ng the cursor and 

selecting menu options. If a mouse ~s included, ~t should 

also be evaluated from a human factors perspective. A 

light pen ~s another input device as well as touch

sensitive screens that react to the touch a human f~nger. 

These are not typ~cally found ~n home personal computers 

unless they are chosen for a spec~fic appl~cation or 

d~sabil~ty. Finally, vo~ce recogn~tion ~s a modern 

computer ~nput device which requires special software and 

add~tional equ~pment to be implemented. Vo~ce recogn~tion 

allows a computer to respond to a person's vo~ce. Vo~ce 

synthes~s allows a computer to speak to the user v~a an 

electr1cally-synthes~zea vo~ce. This ~s not commonly 

used 1n personal workstat1ons unless necessary to support 

a disability, and 18 extremely expens~ve. 

As the application of modern technology increases 

and its associated cost decreases, automation continues to 

expand to areas not prev10usly affected. There are two 

such areas which would prove very useful 1n an 

ergonomically designed workstation. Substantial 
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discussion was presented earlier on the different types of 

keyboard layout. The Dvorak keyboard is actually a ~uch 

better design for typing performance but ~s not the 

standard keyboard. As stated earlier, however, it is 

easier to learn for a new typist (15]. An application of 

modern technology that would be very valuable would be a 

switchable keyboard. Rather than hav~ng dedicated keys, 

the keyboard could be an array of programmable keys with 

underlying displays: light emitting diodes (LED), liquid 

crystal displays (LCD), or plasma lights. One sw~tch of a 

button could change the display and key definition from 

the QWERTY keyboard to the Dvorak keyboard and back. This 

would allow the individual user to choose the layout with 

which he/she was most familiar and comfortable. It lS 

possible to use a membrane-pad keyboard using a flat 

surface of programmable keys; however, this lntroduces a 

plethora of new human factors problems. In the 

near-term, ~t would potentially decrease reliab~l~ty and 

increase the purchase and maintenance costs, all of wh~ch 

must be considered. As technology matures, however, this 

may present a more reliable, cost-effective device. 

A second application of modern technology would 

produce an automated workstation adjuster much llke some 

cars of today. The workstation itself would have a 

computer which would ma~ntain of several sett~ngs, Ior 

example, of seat, monitor, table, and lamp heiqhts and 
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~ngles. Each individual user could s~mply set the~r 

personal preferences ~n memory one t~me, and ail £uture 

usage would simply requ~re the press of a button and the 

workstation would adJust itself to the predetermined 

settings. Again, this improvement would also introduce 

new costs and decreased reliability. It would also st~ll 

be necessary to allow for manual adjustments in order to 

set the memory positions and in case of malfunctions or 

power failures. 

5.2 SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS 

A key part of human factors in computer systems is 

the user-friendliness of the application software itself. 

This report does not attempt to design any software 

package from a human iactors perspective, but ~t ~s 

useful to present some key ~n±ormation for the user ~o 

~onS~Qer when search~ng for proper soxtware. 

For aaequate qfrlendl~nessrt or ease Q~ use, d 

software's control actions should use s~mple, distinct, 

meaningful words, that are consistent with the user's 

expectations. Different actions should be eas~ly 

distinguishable from each ther, and consis~ent throughout 

the package. An easily understandable users manual 2hould 

come with ~he package and should allow tor easy searen 
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of spec~~ic £unct~ons. Colors can be usea to categor~ze 

~ypes of iunct~ons or Iields of information. 

Beeps and error messages should be used to ~dent~fy 

to the user when a choice ~s incorrect. Aud~tory alarms 

should be 200-1000 Hz with a volume control and a 1-6 Hz 

warble. Visual messages are typically found at the bottom 

of the screen, and should blink at about 3Hz. The 

messages should make it clear to the user exactly what 

caused the error and what corrective action is needed [43. 

The display should be limited in ~nformation so as 

not to overload the user with data, yet allow easy access 

to additional options. Critical inIormation is typ~cally 

displayed in the center of the screen, with status 

1niormation at the top right corner. Many software 

applicat~ons come with keyboard templates that fit over 

any standard style keyboard. These templates display the 

funct~onal defin1t~on QI keys used for spec1al purposes by 

the soitware. They are very usezul 1n ~llow~ng qU1C~ 

reference and rem~nder to the user at a~~ times. 

function keys should also be included and properly placed 

to prov1de convenience and speed for performing 

repetitious or complex tasks. All of these features 

should be conSidered in choosing an appropriately 

des1gned software to accomplish the task and meet human 

±actors criter~a. 
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5.3 FUTUR~ R~COKKENDATIONS 

This paper has addressed one home computer 

workstation design w~th some very spec~Iic requ~rements. 

There are assumptions made and areas which have been 

excluded within the scope of this report. In addition, 

some points of interest are presented in the discussion 

for future improvements. All of these areas lend 

~hemselves to future enhancement, modifications, or 

variations of a home workstat~on design. There are, 

therefore, some recommendations for future projects 

and/or cont~nuations upon this proJect. One such 

consideration is to design for a portable computer 

system. This may include designing a portable 

workstation, or perhaps designing enough areas within a 

house, if not all, to accomodate tne portable system. 

Along these same lines, it may not be too far off ~n the 

future when people ~~ve ~n electronic homes prov~a~ng 

built in computerized l~ving. In this instance, computers 

would be built ~n to ~he house 1n a variety of places for 

a variety of tasks, all meeting different human factors 

needs. This electronic home would require designinq a 

human tactors interface throughout the house to 

accomodate each area and applicable ~ask. Another ~rea 

for future cons~dera~ion 18 manag~ng the obsolescence of 

computer systems. Computers become obsolete so quickly 
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that a drast~c change could warrant complete reaes~gn QI 

the workstat~on. For example, at what po~nt 

cost-e£fective to scrap a workstation design ~n favor of 

new computer technology, such as vo~ce-recogn~t~on? A 

study could be done on the cost/benefit trade-off of 

upgrading a workstation to support new computer technology 

at the fast rete at which it changes. Finally, there ere 

many different workstation components available today. 

There are dozens of home computers to choose from, 

including different monitors, keyboards, printers, etc. 

There are three different keyboard arrangements discussed 

in this report, and others that exist. There are also 

many different chairs, desks, lights, and so on that can 

be found. With this multitude of choices, soc~ety has 

introduced a large problem of consistency. There ~s 

~ittle to no consistency from workstat~on-to-workstat~on, 

home to-homel room-to-room, etc. An ~nteresting proJect 

would involve ~ncorporating some ~evel OI cons~2tency 

w~thin home computer workstations, and the limitat~ons 

introduced in doing so. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A successful design of a personal computer 

workstation depends on a multitude of factors. All 

those factors fit into the human factors equation and 

must be considered. Flexibility and accommodation of the 

wide sample of users is a key feature in a system wh~ch 

will be used by all members of a family. This flexibility 

~s found in the adJustment of the keyboard and chair, the 

placement of various items on the work surface, the 

amount and location of lights, and the control of the 

overall environment. Workstation equipment must 

accommodate the ~ntended range of users. The des~gn of 

this paper will accommodate the 5th to 95th percentiles, 

yet the average fam~ly may not need this much ilexib~lity. 

They can therefore choose workstation components 

accordingly. In addit~on, certa~n overall characterlstlcs 

of the system must be balanced appropr~atelj to determ~ne 

the optimum system. Cost is certa~nly the first aspect 

considered in most homes. It is important to consider not 

only the lnitial purchase cost, but the overall life-cycle 

cost. Convenience, or the ease of use and ava~lability 01 

the system, ~s another factor. It lS lmportant tha~ the 

system meets the needs OI all ~he users. Dependlng on ~he 

amount of usage, it may be necessary to obtain more than 
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one system. All these criteria factor 1n ~o determ1ne the 

most appropr1ate design of a workstation from a human 

factors perspective. 
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SUMMARY 

Thousands of musculoskeletal injuries are reported 

each year for workman's compensation. Surely many more 

go unreported or unnoticed. Th~s fact is becoming 

progressively more important in the design of 

man-computer interface systems such as the computer 

workstation. As Scott Donkin [3] stated, 

"Health and happiness are a journey and not a 

destination. Consistent positive action will make 

your journey through life more pleasant and 

fulfilling. " 

Through ongo~ng improvements in health care, work 

and living conditions, soc~ety can expect the average 

person to live longer. Therefore, there lS a wlder 

variety of people in the world to accommodate. Health and 

happiness must be considered seriously for all shapes, 

sizes, ages, and differences found In today's culturally 

diverse world. 

Technology In general and computers in par~icular 

are flnding thelr way lnto more homes. More ana more 

people are using computers at home for more functions. As 
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such ~t becomes even more ~mportan~ to ensure the ~healtn 

and hapP1ness" of the users. Health and hapP1ness 1n 

th~s paper equates to the human factors des1gn, and 

lncludes a number OI th1ngs zrom comzort ana saIety, to 

elimination o~ unnecessary stress and stra1n. 

This paper applied particular aspects of human 

factors to the design of the workstation in order to make 

it more comfortable and productive for family use. 

This is only a first step. There are more steps that may 

be taken to further enhance the interface w1th the human 

operator. 

"Knowledge, action, and consistency are the keys 

which unlock the doors for a brighter, health1er 

future." (3) 

~oc1ety must ~ake on tne respons1b111ty OI 

applying toaay' knowieage consistently ~o help 0Dt3ln 3 

better future ~Dr ourselves. 
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